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I. INTRODUCTION 
The use of sample surveys for the estimation of popula­
tion characteristics is an important tool in modern social 
and economic planning. Since the idea of using this device 
is to save the expenditures Involved In complete enumeration 
or censuses of populations the question of the cost of such 
surveys and the precision of estimates computed from them is 
of great importance. It has therefore been of major concern 
to the theory and design of statistical sample surveys to 
develop methods which yield estimates of high precision at 
comparatively moderate cost. 
The devices which are available for this purpose essen­
tially fall into two groups: (a) Methods in which the mode 
of computing estimates (of say population mean or total) are 
developed which have higher precision, or in other words, the 
development of estimators with smaller variances. The so 
called "ratio and regression estimators" sre examples of 
these. The theory of ratio and regression methods of estima­
tion has been extensively developed in recent years and un­
biased ratio and regression type estimators are now available 
which correct for bi^.s in the classical ratio and regression 
estimators. (b) Methods of improving the "design of the 
sample survey", i.e. the mode in which the sample data sre 
collected. In this category fall such devices es choice of 
sampling unit, stratification, multistage and multiphase 
2 
sampling and unequal probability sampling. The first two 
items do not present any difficulties as far as theoretical 
aspects of estimation etc. are concerned. Multistage and 
multiphase sampling have been extensively dealt with in the 
literature • In this dissertation, v.e will be mainly con­
cerned with the theory of sampling with unequal probabilities. 
Often, one uses sote or all the devices mentioned in groups 
(a) or (c) simultaneously in order to improve the precision 
of estimators. For example, a stratified two stage design 
with the primaries selected with probabilities proportional 
to sizes is a familiar design in large scale sample surveys. 
Unequal probability sampling Involves selection of 
sampling units wita probabilities proportional to size of the 
supplementary veriacle which is correlated with the character-
i 
istic for wnich the population total or mean is to be esti­
mated. For example, total corn production on a farm is very 
lively correlated with the supplementary variable, total 
acreage of the farm. The theory of unequal probability 
sampling can be directly derived from the properties of the 
multinomial distribution and presents no inherent difficulties 
provided the sampling units are drawn with replacement. But, 
it is well inown from the theory of equal probability sampling 
that sampling with replacement is less precise than sampling 
without replacement, the proportional reduction in variance 
ceing equal to fraction of the population sampled- Therefore, 
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one naturally expects that similar gains in precision can be 
made cy using unequal probability sampling without replace­
ment instead of with replacement. 
However, since the probability of drawing a sampling unit 
does not remain constant with each draw when sampling without 
replacement, evaluation of selection probabilties and vari­
ance formulas Involves certain mathematical and computational 
difficulties and therefore this theory has not yet become 
popular with survey practitioners. Certain shortcomings of 
existing published literature on this theory can be listed 
as follows : 1) Kost of the writers deal almost exclusively 
with sample size of two only, and have very little to offer 
wnen sample size is greater than two, since the expressions 
for selection probabilities become unwieldy and extremely 
difficult to compute. £) Some of the procedures proposed 
have the undesirable property that estimates of the variance 
can take negative values. 3) Sampling without replacement 
is sometimes less efficient tl?au sampling with replacement 
particularly when the sample size is greater than two. 
4) These methods do not have the desirable property that the 
probability of selecting a unit in the sample is proportional 
to size of the supplementary variable which is universally 
recognized as a technique yielding considerable reduction in 
tne variance of the estimators. To overcome this contingency, 
methods such as "revised size measures11 of the supplementary 
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variable are suggested which ensure that this condition is 
satisfied approximately. However, these methods become 
cumbersome when the sample size is greater than two and the 
population size is large, due to the computational diffi­
culties involved in finding "revised size measures". These 
are some of the main reasons why survey practitioners usually 
do not favor unequal probability sampling without replacement 
over sampling with replacement and hence unequal probability 
sampling with replacement is extensively used in large scale 
s ample surveys. 
In this dissertation, we propose to develop an asymptotic 
theory applicable for any sample size and for large or medium 
sized populations which takes ce-re of at least all the con­
tingencies mentioned above. ae adopt a simple sampling pro­
cedure of selecting units with unequal probabilities and 
without replacement well known to survey practitioners which 
has been abandoned due to mathematical difficulties in 
developing the theory- This procedure ensures that the prob­
ability or selecting a sampling unit in the sample is exactly 
proportional to size of the supplementary variable. Compact 
expressions for the variance and for the estimate of the 
variance applicable to large and medium sized populations 
are obtained which are simple to compute and show that this 
procedure is always more precise t.ian unequal probability 
sampling with replacement, and that estimates of the variance 
5 
sre always positive. An important merit of this procedure is 
that it permits ready evaluation of selection probabilities 
and variance formulas for sample size greater than two, 
unlike the procedures available in the literature• We hope 
tnat these results may stimulate the interest of survey prac­
titioners in unequal probability sampling without replacement, 
and help in designing efficient sample surveys. 
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II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Since ratio and regression methods of estimation are 
alternative ways of utilizing supplementary information, we 
shall begin with a brief review of the theory of ratio and 
regression estimation. Ratio and regression type-estimates 
have been extensively used in the literature for utilizing 
supplementary information. The well known ratio estimator of 
tne population total Y is 
Yr = ï - X (2.1) 
K x 
where y, x are the sample means and X is the population 
total for the supplementary variable x. Sirs in this esti­
mator is cov(^,x) which is of the order l/n where n is the 
x 
sample size so that the bias is negligible for large samples. 
Hartley and Ross (1954) have developed an unbiased ratio type 
estimator which seems to compare favorably with Y% regarding 
efficiency, though the computations involved in using this 
unbiased estimator are more cumbersome compared wiLh those 
A 
in using the estimator YR. 
The classical regression estimator is based on a linear 
model 
y^ = A + Bx^ + e^ (2.2) 
wnere x^'s are unspecified and observed without error and 
e^ and x^ are assumed to be Independent and 
E(ei|x) = 0 , E(efjx) = cr* . (2.3) 
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Under these assumptions the minimum, variance unbiased linear 
estimator or Y is 
Yb = N y + b(X - x) (is.4) 
where b is the sample regression coefficient. 
However, it is not very realistic to assume such a model 
in practice so that this estimator is generally biased. 
klckey (1954, 1959) has discovered an ingenious and simple 
procedure of constructing a large variety of unbiased ratio 
and regression type estimators and this procedure has been 
further exploited by Williams (1958) to develop and investi­
gate the properties of unbiased regression type estimators. 
The possibility of using unequal probabilities for 
selecting the sampling units to increase the precision of 
estimates is first considered by Hansen and Hurwltz (194-3). 
Using a two stage stratified sampling design they select 
one first staee unit from each stratum with probability pro­
portional to numcer of second e-tr-gc units in a first stage 
unit. It is demonstrated that marked reduction in variance 
over sampling with equal probabilities can be obtained by 
switching to unequal probability sampling. However, since 
only one first stage unit is selected from each stratum, no 
valid estimate of the variance can be obtained and so approxi­
mate methods using collapsed strata are suggested for esti­
mating the variance. To avoid this, it he s been a common 
practice in sample surveys to select two or more first stage 
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units witn replacement and with p.p.s. (probabilities propor­
tional to size) of the x variable, since the existing theory 
of sampling with p.p.s. and without replacement presents cer­
tain difficulties as will be evident If ter in the review. An 
important advantage of sampling with replacement is that an 
unbiased estimate of the variance for each stratum is simply 
given by the mean square of estimated totals of the selected 
first stage units in the stratum and does not depend on the 
method of selection of second stage units provided separate 
samples of second stage units are drawn when a first stage 
unit is selected twice or more. A full account of this theory 
is available in many of the standard text books on sampling, 
e.g. Sukhatme (1954), and can be summarized as follows for 
single stage sampling: Let pi denote the probability of 
selecting 1^ unit in the first draw. Then, an estimate of 
the total Y is 
n 
$' ..-15 a, (£.5) 
—• Pi 
tne variance of tne estimate is 
*($"> -É «*1(2^-$" (t-s) 
and an unbiased estimate of the variance is 
kidzuno (13c0) hrs extended Hansen and Hurwitz's theory 
9 
to sampling a combination of n units with probability pro­
portional to some measure of size of the combination. It is 
interesting to note that this probability is equal to the 
total probability of selecting the first unit with p.p.s. 
and the remaining (n - l) units with equal probabilities and 
without replacement. Lahlrl (1951) and Des Raj (1954) use 
kldzuno1 s procedure in constructing an unbiased ratio esti­
mator by selecting the n units with probabilities proportional 
to total measure of size of x for the n units. It should be 
noted that in Hartley and Ross1 method, the sampling proce­
dure is not modified as is done by Lahlri and Des Raj, but 
the usual ratio estimators are modified so that a ratio type 
estimator is obtained that is unbiased for the usual simple 
random sampling procedure - 1-iadow (1942) has considered 
systematic sampling of clusters with probabilities propor­
tional to size, but no valid estimate of the variance can be 
obtained. 
When sampling a finite population without replacement, 
tne class of all unbiased linear estimators can be separated 
into a number of succlssses of estimators by the nature of 
coefficients, or weights attached to the observations in the 
sample. Horvitz and Thompson ( 195*.) have distinguished three 
succlssses of estimators and Koop (1957) has formulated a 
more general discussion of the possible succlesses end has 
investigated some properties of the estimators in each 
10 
subclass. We shall give a brief review of Koop's formulation 
uôlOw. ïnérc &x-c êeveu different subclasses of unerased 
linear estimators. Let Tj_ denote an estimator in class i. 
Then, T-j_ has weights based on the order of appearance of the 
units in the sample, T^ on the presence or absence of a given 
unit in the sample, T3 on the set of units composing the 
sample, T4 on the appearance of a given unit at a given draw, 
T5 on the given unit and the particular sample In which it 
appears, Tg on the set of units appearing in a specific 
order, and T? on the unit, the order of its draw and the 
particular sample in which it appears. Minimum variance un-
ciased linear estimators are obtained in each subclass using 
Lagrange's multipliers. However, the weights so obtained 
depend on the unknown y1 s. Tu avoid this, Koop obtains simu­
lated minimum variance unbiased linear estimators by using 
the relation y = cx where c is a constant. 
We feel that this simulation based on the exact relation 
y = cx is not too realistic in practice and may give a com­
pletely false picture if this relationship does not hold. 
Also, certain systems of linear simultaneous equations have 
to ce solved in order to obtain these v.eights which become 
very cumbersome when K is fairly large. Koop states that 
with tne help of electronic computers these calculations can 
be performed easily. However, in underdeveloped countries 
access to electronic computers is restricted, and most of 
11 
the data have to be analyzed on desk calculators. The need 
for sample surveys In planning economic development is con­
siderable in underdeveloped countries, so that these results 
have limited use and in any case simplicity of computations 
is considered as one of the important factors in choosing a 
sampling procedure. 
Grodambe (1955) has shown that it is not possible to con­
struct a sampling procedure and associated unbiased linear 
estimator which is uniformly best for all populations. The 
efficiency comparisons between the seven subclasses depend 
on the kind of probability system used except that the vari­
ance of Tg is greater than the variance of Tg. Estimators 
belonging to the first three subclasses are considered in 
detail in the literature, though Koop has investigated some 
properties of estimators in the remaining foiir subclasses and 
not many useful results have been obtained regarding their 
applicability. Lahirl's (1951) unbiased r?tio estimator 
belongs to subclass 3, and estimate of its variance can assume 
negative values. 
Horvitz and Thompson (195c) deal with linear estimators 
belonging to succlass Their estimator of the total Y is 
This is the only unclased estimator possible in subclass £ and 
n 
(2 .8)  
where is the procacility for l^1 unit to be in the sample. 
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hence the best estimator provided the weights in the linear 
estimators are assumed to be independent of y's. Koop's 
(1957) minimum variance unbiased linear estimator in this 
subclass has weights wnich depend on y's. In this disserta­
tion» v.e will ce mainly concerned with the estimator Y since 
tne sampling procedure adopted is appropriate to this esti­
mator. The variance of Y is given by 
V(ï) = 2 ^  y^, - Ï2 (2.9) 
J i<i' 1 i1 
where P^i denotes the probability for the i^*1 and the 1'^ 
unit to be both In the sample. 
Kow, when the Pj are exactly proportional to the , the 
variance of Y is zero which suggests that by making the Pj 
proportional to the Xj, considerable reduction in the variance 
of Y will result if the Xj are approxiiuFtely proportional to 
the yj. So, the main problem Is the evaluation of end 
A 
nence V(Y) when considering sampling procedures which satisfy 
this "aesired optimality" condition, namely, 
K 
= (n - l)-1 P1±l = np± (2.10) 
i'fl 
where p^ = x^/X. Since we are mainly concerned with this 
problem in this dissertation, we shall discuss in detail the 
available methods and their limitations to deal with this 
problem after reviewing some more literature on estimators in 
13 
unequal probability sampling without replacement. 
ilorvitz and Thompson's (195%) unbiased estimate of the 
A 
variance of Y is 
vHTU) = % p J + Z 1fipi'pll«' yiyi' ' (2*n) 
J l^i1 
This estimate of the variance can assume negative values. So, 
Yates and Grundy (195-3) have proposed an alternative estimate 
of the variance which Is believed to be less often negative. 
Their estimate of the variance is 
vÏG(î, = i £Ai_!ui^ . 
i'>i 1 1 1 
Since this is a weighted sum of squares unlike (2.11), it has 
some desirable features though it is possible to construct 
examples to show that (2.12) can be negative (e.g. Des Raj, 
1955a). It is shown by Sen (195-5) and Des Raj (1956a) that 
(c.lc) is always positive at least for tne following two 
important sampling systems : (a) The first unit is selected 
with p.p.s. and the remaining (n - 1) units are selected 
witn equal probabilities and without replacement. This is 
due to kidzuno (l95o). (b) The first unit is selected with 
p.p.s. and the second unit with p.p.s. of the remaining units, 
tne sample size being two. This is due to Horvitz end Thomp­
son (195%,) . 
Vie snail later in Chapter VI, section A, identify a new 
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sampling system with sample size greater than two, for which 
the Yates and Grundy estimate of the variance is always posi­
tive. The expressions for probabilities P^ and P^^, are quite 
simple for systems (a) and (b) and for the new system so that 
these systems may be useful. It will be of Interest to 
identify more useful sampling systems for which the Yates 
and Grundy estimate of the variance is always positive. An­
other important property of the Yates and Grundy estimate of 
tne variance will be demonstrated in Chapter IV, section C. 
It will ce shown for the case of sample size two that, if 
there exists a sampling procedure without replacement satis­
fying the conditions (k.. 10) and is such that the variance of 
Y given by (%.9) is smaller than the variance of Y* when 
sampling with replacement, namely (c.5), then the Yates and 
Grundy estimate of the variance is always positive. This is 
a useful result since v;e sre interested in only those sealing 
systems for which sampling without replacement is more pre­
cise than sampling with replacement - In this connection, one 
may note Durbin's ( 195-5) comment that the variance of Y need 
not always ce smaller than the variance of Y* and it is easy 
tu find esses in which the contrary is true. 
Since the Yates and Grundy estimate of variance can take 
negative values, Des Raj (1956a) has considered a set of esti­
mators belonging to subclass 1 with weights based on the order 
of appearat.ee of the units, while the estimates of the 
15 
variance of these estimators are always positive. kurthy 
11957) has shown that to any ordered estimator there exists 
an unordered estimator which has smaller variance than the 
former, and so by unordering Des Raj estimators, unordered 
estimators with smaller variance than the former are obtained. 
However, for the case of sample size two only, it is shown 
that tne estimate of variance of the "unordered estimator" 
is always positive. Mickey (1954, 1959) independently while 
dealing mainly with unbiased ratio and regression type esti­
mators has developed exactly the same estimators considered 
by Des Raj and kurthy. fcickey1 s efficiency comparisons be­
tween these estimators and Horvitz and Thompson's estimator 
A 
Y of succlass c. indicate approximate equality of efficiency. 
Returning nov; to the discussion of methods that ensure 
the conditions (c.10), namely, the probabilities P^ propor­
tional to the Xj_, and the .valuation of P^, and V(Y) there­
from, Horvitz and Thompson (195c) suggest two methods that 
satisfy (L.1G) approximately. The first method uses kidzuno's 
procedure for which 
pi •!-=-§ * frei u-13) 
and 
'if * [l-ri (Pi • Pi'1 -1H] u-14) 
w.iere p£ are the revised probabilities such that = np., . 
Solving (c.. 13) for p£, 
16 
P! - K4 (nPi> - 8-r-à • <ê-15> 
However, this method is severely restricted since for 
~ ^ jn> becomes negative. Also, since only one 
unit is drawn with p.p.s. and the remaining (n - 1) units are 
drawn with equal probabilities, this method may not be as 
efficient as a procedure where all the n units are selected 
with unequal probabilities. The second method for sample 
size two is based on the assumption that sampling without 
replacement is not much different from sampling with replace-
ment. Then the p^ are obtained by solving the quadratic 
p^ - Pi + Pi = 0 • (2.16) 
Moreover, this method breaks down if p^ is greater than 0.25 
since roots of (2.16) become imaginary. 
Yates and Grundy (1953) have suggested a more satisfac­
tory procedure of obtaining revised probabilities, uased on 
iteration using Horvitz and Thompson's procedure of selecting 
the first unit with p.p.s., the second unit with p.p.s. of 
the remaining units and so on. Though the Iteration process 
is applicable for any sample size, it becomes extremely 
cumbersome when sample size is greater than two. For sample 
size two, 
IN A 
* >- Pi , 
r, = Pi + Pi 2- ; (a.16) 
1 ' ^ J-i 1 ' PJ 
and 
17 
Pii< - PiPi: (± t pJ ' i \Tpf7' U'1?) 
•where tne p* are such that = £p^. The pj are obtained 
from (t.16) by iteration, and the authors think that one 
iteration should be adequate in most of the populations 
normally encountered. However, this procedure becomes cum­
bersome when K is fairly large. Naraln (1951) suggests a 
graphical numerical method for solving (2.16) which is also 
rather complicated. 
Des Raj (l9o6b) argues that though the above procedures 
satisfy the conditions (£.10) approximately, the P±i t so 
obtained may not be optimum. He therefore employs conditions 
(£.10) as a set of K equations for the ^ K(K - 1) probabil­
ities P^i and determines the optimum P^^ i by minimizing the 
variance of Y given by (£.9) subject to (£.10). This leads 
to a "linear programming problem" for the ^ K(K - 1) posi­
tive P^, satisfying (c.10). Since the "ocjective function" 
(the variance) involves the unknown y^, these are replaced 
by the known x^ assuming that 
y% = A + 3x1 (£.18) 
exactly. There are several limitations of this method. 
Computations become extremely cumbersome when n is greater 
than two and/or for large ft. Also, as Illustrated by Des Raj 
himself, tne method is quite sensitive to the assumption of 
linear modex, and if the model is not satisfied considerable 
18 
loss ln efficiency can result by using these optimum prob­
abilities . Moreover, if it is assumed that the y^ of the 
population satisfy the linear model (£.18) exactly with un­
known A and B, then, clearly the regression estimator has 
zero variance end even if an error term is Introduced into 
tnis linear,model the regression type estimator would still 
be the "best" estimator so that it is of little interest to 
consider other estimators under such assumptions. It may be 
noted that Des Raj's procedure remains unchanged-even if an 
error term e^ with 
E(ejjx) = 0 end Cov(eiej|x) =0 1 f j 
(£.19) 
is introduced in the model (is-18), provided the "objective 
function" is not the variance of Y but is the expectation of 
the variance of Y under the assumptions (£.19). 
Instead of finding the revised probabilities p* which 
ensure that conditions (£.10) are satisfied, one would like 
to have a sampling procedure with the original probabilities 
Pj_ for which conditions (£.10) are satisfied. There is e 
simple sampling procedure well known to survey practitioners 
having this property, and is mentioned for example in Goodman 
and Kish (1950) . In this procedure, the I" units in the popu­
lation ere listed in a random order and their measures of size 
are cumulated and a systematic selection of n elements from 
a random start is then made on the cumulation so that condi­
19 
tions (c.lO) are satisfied exactly. Horvitz and Thompson 
Cl95i) mention this procedure but say "This selection is 
easily performed, but there does not appear to be any simple 
way to determine the probabilities P^i • " 
In this dissertation, we propose to determine the prob­
abilities PijL t for this sampling procedure explicitly in 
terms of the Pj_. In Chapter III, expressions for F^t will 
be given for the cases n = % and N =3, 4 and 5. As K becomes 
large, the exact evaluation of P^, becomes cumbersome, so we 
snail develop an asymptotic theory in Chapter IV for the case 
n = k, and in Chapter V for the case of general sample size n. 
Compact expressions for the probabilities Piii and the vari-
A 
ance of Y will be obtained applicable to large and medium 
sized populations. An important feature of this sampling 
procedure is that It lends itself to the case of general 
sample size n unlike the procedures previously mentioned. 
For example, expressions for Pand P,^, for Horvitz and 
Thompson procedure of drawing first unit with p.p.s., second 
unit with p-p.s. of tne remaining units and so on, become 
unwieldy and not manageable. The only procedure which seems 
to give simple expressions is I-iidzuno' s procedure of drawing 
the first unit with p.p.s. and the remaining (n - 1) units 
with equal probabilities and without replacement. Sen (1955) 
has proposed a method to desl with the case n >2. Assuming 
n is a multiple of c., he suggests to draw the first two units 
20 
by Horvits and Thompson procedure, replace the two units, and 
then draw the next two units by the same procedure and so on. 
This procedure gives simple expressions for P^ and Pj_j_i. How­
ever, since each pair of units is replaced before the next 
pair is drawn, there will be an overlap of units and so this 
procedure is not as precise as selecting all the n units 
witnout replacement. In Chapter V, section D, we prove an 
interesting result showing that the Pj^i values attained 
througn Yates and Grundy iteration procedure and through the 
sampling procedure mentioned by Goodman and Klsh as described 
before, are exactly the same to order 0(N~'^). so that V(Y) is 
the same for both the procedures to order 0(K^"), assuming 
that P^ is order 0(N~^") which indicates that both procedures 
have practically the same efficiency for large K. 
Since the strict application of available methods of 
unequal probability sampling without replacement involves 
considerable computations, some authors on grounds of prac­
ticability have suggested certain methods which retain the 
advantage of unequal probability sampling without replacement 
but easier to apply in practice and involve a slight loss of 
exactness. Yates (1949) suggests using the variance in 
unequal probability sampling with replacement with the usual 
finite population correction factor for simple random sampling 
attached to it, as an approximation for the variance in un­
equal probability sampling without replacement. Yates and 
21 
Grundy (1956) assuming that variation in the quantities y^/p^ 
is or random nature unassociated with the P^, obtain the 
following simple expression for the variance of Y from (c-9) 
using the relation 
K 
2 piil = n^n - l) "• 
ijfei1 
K 
%pr.(î' - a(l - n"1 2 Pf) V(|l) (£.20) 
where V(yi/p1) is the variance of the quantities y^/p^• 
Durbin (195-5) has suggested two approximate methods to obtain 
A 
simple expressions for the estimate of the variance of Y -
Stevens (1958) has a method of sampling without replace­
ment if the values of x are or can be grouped into groups of 
units having the seme measure of size, x. Then, the procedure 
is to select n groups with replacement and with probabilities 
proportional to total size of the groups, e.g. if in the 1th 
group there are units each of size x±, then the total size 
of the group is K^x^. If the group i is chosen t^ times, 
select without replacement t^ units with equal probability 
and without replacement from this group. Stevens derives 
formulas for the variance etc. at length using this procedure. 
It is of interest to note that these formulas can be obtained 
as particular cases from a well known two stage sampling pro­
cedure (Sukhatme, 1954) in which the first stage units are 
selected with p.p.s. and with replacement and if the itn first 
Zk> 
stage unit is selected t^ times, m^t^ secondaries are 
selected with equal probability and without replacement from 
it. To obtain Steven's results, one simply has to identify 
the groups as first stage units, the units in a group or 
second stage units and put m^ = 1 in Sukhatme1s formulas. 
There are several other interesting problems in unequal 
probability sampling without replacement. It is of interest 
tv estimate the variance in simple random sampling from a 
sample drawn with unequal probabilities in order to estimate 
the gain in efficiency of unequal probability sampling over 
simple random sampling. In most of the sample surveys we 
are usually interested in estimating the means or totals of 
several characteristics. If the sample is selected with 
p.p.s. of x, it may often happen that x is not highly corre­
lated with all the characteristics of interest. For some of 
the characteristics y the correlation between y and x may be 
quite small so that using the usual estimators in unequal 
probability sampling may give large variances for the esti­
mates of these characteristics. In such circumstances, one 
w^uld like to save the situation with the help of alternative 
estimators that have smaller variances. Another important 
procxem is the estimation of the gain in efficiency due to 
stratification for unequal probacility sampling without re­
placement. Efficiency of stratification has been considered 
by Cochran (1953) for simple random sampling and by Sukhatme 
%3 
(1954) for unequal procacility sampling with, replacement. In 
Chapter VI, sections B arid C, we consider these problems. 
It is of importance to make efficiency comparisons be­
tween unequal probability sampling and other methods of 
utilising supplementary information, e.g. ratio and regres­
sion methods of estimation, stratification. Since in prac­
tice, no functional form of the distribution followed by the 
data is assumed, it is difficult to make meaningful compari­
sons. So, Cochran (l95o) assuming the model 
yi = Yp^ + e^ (2.21) 
with 
S(e^|x) = 0 end E(e£|x) = ap^, g ^ 0, a > 0 (£.22) 
has shown that the variance in p.p.s. sampling with replace­
ment is smaller tnan tne variance of the ratio estimate Y^ 
(for large samples) without the finite population correction 
factor, if g > 1. It is also remarked that in practice g 
usually lies between 1 and 2 so that the p.p.s. estimate is 
generally more precise. Also, it is noted that if it costs 
more to obtain data from a larger unit than from a smaller 
one, the comparison is biased in favor of p.p.s. sampling, 
whicn tends to concentrate on the larger units. Said ( 1955) 
has made extensive investigations on efficiency comparisons 
between unequal probability sampling, ratio and regression 
metnods of estimation and stratification, under certain 
specific relationships between y and x and assuming x has a 
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Pearson's Type III distribution. It is hard to know how good 
these assumptions sre in practice, and so we think that these 
results have limited use. Des Rej (1958) has suggested using 
Cochran's idea of regarding the finite population as drawn at 
random from an infinite super-population with certain proper­
ties, so that the results obtained apply to the average of 
all finite populations that can be drawn from the infinite 
population. He makes certain efficiency comparison using this 
concept. Zarkovic (1960) expands the v?rl?nce in p.p.s. 
sampling with replacement by Taylor's expansion neglecting 
terms with powers higher than second, and compares It with 
tne variance of ratio and regression estimates. Since we 
A 
obtain compact expressions for the variance of Y in unequal 
procacility sampling without replacement, we shall make com­
parisons In Chapter V, section E, with the variance of the 
ratio estimate with tne finite population correction factor 
included. 
Finally, mention should be made of the criticism on the 
logic of unequal probability sampling. It is worth quoting 
V.'eibull ( 1960, p. 84 ) ir. this connection. He says: 
Tne method of sampling with varying probabilities 
in sample survey theory is cased on a criterion of 
minimizing the expected variance, a criterion which 
is not appropriate when only a single sample is 
c.rawn. The supposed reduction of the vrriance in 
the estimates is illusory end has no real signifi­
cance. Intutively this is fairly clear- If it 
is known that some units contain more information -
or from other points of view are more desirable to 
sample - than some other units, there is no reason 
c5 
to let the actual selection depend on a random 
procedure. 
If this implies that units with high weight should be sampled 
and units with low weight ignored, then obviously no valid 
estimate of the variance can be found. However, these senti­
ments can ce incorporated In a probability design with strati­
fication and sampling with unequal probabilities within each 
or some of the strata. Such a design is described in Chapter 
VI, section D. 
III. A SIHPLE PROCEDURE OF UNEQUAL PROBABILITY 
DAixFLlr.ti WITHOUT REPLACEMENT 
The problem is to draw a sample of n units without re­
placement from a finite population of K units such that the 
probability Pj_ for the 1th unit to be in the sample is pro-
K 
portional to p^ = x^/X and 23 Pi = 1, i.e. 
Pj_ = Pr. (1th unit in the sample) = cp^ (3.1) 
where c is a constant. We now prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1. If there is a sampling procedure which satisfies 
equation (3.1), then c = n and np^ Z. 1. 
proof. Let a^ denote the "indicator variable" such that 
unit is in the samcle 
th * (3.2) 
u unit is not in the sample. 
fl if i 
*i = 1  
LO if 1 
Then 
E(a^) = 1 • Pr.(a^ = 1) = Pj_ = cp^ . (3.3) 
Since the n units in the sample ere drawn without replacement, 
exactly n of the a^ take the value 1 and the remaining (K - n) 
of the a^ take tne value 0 so that 
K 
"22 = r* • (3.4) 
Taking expectations of (3.4) and using (3.3) we find 
N 1\ 
: = Z -(8i) = c pi = c (3.5) 
so that c = n and since the probabilities cannot be 
greater than 1, it immediately follows that 
Pi = np1 Z. 1 . (3.6] 
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We shall now describe the sampling procedure adopted in 
tnls dissertation which has been mentioned by Goodman and Kish 
(19vO), and which satisfies (3.6). So, to apply this sampling 
procedure we have to confine to those p^ for which np^ 1. 
If the p^ for some of the units In the population do not 
satisfy this condition, one can include these units auto­
matically in the sample or subdivide each of these units into 
two or more sucunlts such that the p^ corresponding to the 
subunits satisfy this conditions. 
A. Description and Illustration 
of the Sampling Procedure 
The sampling procedure can be described in two steps 
as follows : 
Step 1. Arrange the K units in a random order and denote 
(without loss of generality) by j = 1, . .. , N this random 
order, and by 
J 
TT^ ^ (np^) , 11 q = 0 (3.7) 
1=1 
tne cumulative totals of the np^ in that order. 
Step Select a "random start", i.e. select a "uniform 
variate" d with 0 6 d •£. 1. Then the n selected units are 
those wnose index j satisfies 
^ d + k< TT; (3.8) 
for some integer '£• between C and (n - 1). Since each np^ ^  1, 
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every one of the n integers k = 0, 1, . ., (n - 1) will select 
a aiiferent unit j. 
Though it is known that (3.6) is satisfied by this 
sampling procedure, no formal proof seems to have been given 
in the literature- Theorem 3.2 below gives a proof to this 
effect. 
Theorem 3.2. For the above sampling procedure the probabil­
ity of selecting the unit in the sample, Pj, is equal to 
nPj. 
Proof. Consider a particular arrangement of the M units in 
an ordered sequence and single out a particular unit j in that 
sequence. Let I denote the largest integer with I ^  777_^. 
Kow if 77*, - I 4-1> from (3.8) It immediately follows that 
unit j is selected if - I ^  a < 77^ - i for k = I. If, 
on the other hand, 77^ - I > 1, the unit j is selected if 
- I < d 1 for k=Iorif04d<77^ - I- l for 
k = I + 1. Since d is a uniform varlate v.e see that in 
Case 1: 7T, - I < 1 . 
Pj = r r - ( r^rj_3_ ~ I d - I) = 77j — 7/™!j• = np « (3.9) 
and in 
Case 2: 7T. - I > 1 
Pj = Pr.C7Tj_i - I ^  d < 1) + Pr. ( 0 <-d < 77^.-1-1) 
= ( 1 - '//\+ i) -h ( 'llj — I — 1) = npj . (3.10) 
Therefore in either case we have Pj = npj. It may ce noted 
that the randomization of the E units in step 1 is not neces­
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sary to prove Theorem 3.&. However, this is required to 
A 
octain compact variance formulas for the estimate Y using an 
asymptotic theory as will be evident in Chapters IV and V. 
1. A cyclical analogue to the sampling procedure 
;ve consider a cyclical analogue to the sampling procedure 
which is more convenient to use from the point of view of 
mathematical treatment and is stochastically equivalent to 
tne original sampling procedure. Steps 1 and 2 are modified 
as follows: 
Step 1'. Arrange the N units in a random order, denote by 
j = 1, c, ..., K this random order and form (as before) the 
M 
cumulative totals 77j given by (3.7). Since ^ (npj) = n, 
consider a circle with circumference of n or of radius n/2TT 
and then mark off on the perimeter of tne circle arcs of 
lengths Pj in clockwise direction starting at the top. 
Step k.' . Select a uniform arc s with 0 ^ s < n. Then the 
n selected units are those whose indices j satisfy 
^ s + k < ^  (3.11) 
fur so&e integer k cetween -(n - 1) and (r. - 1). Only n of 
the (cn - 1) integers k will actually select the n different 
units. Theorem o.k. holds here cecause we know with certainty 
tnat one of the arcs TPj will fall within the range 0 to 1 
and tnis may be identified with the vsriate d in step 2. 
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k.. Illustration of the sampling procedure 
To demonstrate the actual method or selecting the units 
by the present sampling procedure, we take the population of 
k.0 blocks in Ames, Iowa, considered by Horvitz arid Thompson 
(195k.). We have chosen this example here because we will be 
making efficiency comparisons later in Chapter IV, section D, 
using the same data. The veriate y denotes the number of 
households on a block ana the variété x denotes the eye 
estimated number of households on a clock. The date are given 
celow in Tacle 1 and the population totals ere Y = 434 and 
X = 394. It is not necessary to compute the quantities 
Pi = x^/X and P^ = np^ in order to use the sampling pro­
cedure, since cy scaling all computations up by the factor 
X/n we have to compute only the cumulative to tels of x^ instead 
of the cumulative totals of P^. Then select a random integer 
(start) between 1 and X/n say D and use (3.2) as 
j-1 - J 
2 xi ^  D + n * k 2 xi (3.IE) 
i= 1 1=1 
to select the n units-
Suppose a sample of size n = 3 units is to be drsv:n and 
suppose tne random numcer D estween 1 and X/n = 394/3 = 131 
(approx.) is 45. Then, ve must find the lines (j) where the 
j 
column x^ passes through the levels D = 45 (for k = 0), 
1=1 
ac 
ïlo 
j 
1 
k 
3 
4 
G 
6 
? 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Ik 
15 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
60 
ot; 
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1. Selection of n = 3 units frou. a population of 
N = lU units 
Eye estimated 
Ko. of no. of Cumulative Start = 45 
households households sum Step = X/n = 131 
-
yj XJ 2 xi 1=1 
19 18 18 
9 9 k7 
17 14 41 
14 lk 55 
kl k4 77 
kt. k5 10k 
k7 k3 lk5 
55 k4 149 
kO 17 166 
15 14 180 
16 18 198 
57 40 £38 
lk 1 k koO 
47 50 kBO 
6? k7 507 
k5 60 535 
k5 kl 554 
13 9 365 
19 19 38k 
Ik lk 394 
k. — 0, D = 45 
k=l, D+131=17£ 
K=k, D+k6k=307 
434 394 
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D + loi = 176 (for k = 1) and D + lôl = 307 (for k = k). 
From. Table 1, it is seen that the units J = 4, 10 and lc are 
selected in the sample. 
B. Variance Formulas for the Cases 
n = b, K = 3, 4 and 5 
To find the variance of Y in teres of Pj and y ^ , one has 
to evaluate P^, explicitly in terns of Pj and then substi­
tute in (k.Q), namely, 
K c K 
V(Î! = T ïi • t V Î11L- • yiylt - Y' . (3.13) 
To find an estimate of the variance of Y. we suesrltute the 
value of Pi3_t in the Yates and Grundy estimate of the vari­
ance, namely, 
Wi) - Z (%-&• (3-14' 
i<i' 
1 - The case n = c, K = 3 
Since tnere are only three uni;,s in tne population, 
?ii( = 1 - Pr. ( i" in the sample) (3.15) 
wnere i" is tne re-ainin^ unit in t:;e population. Thus, 
Pj_j_i = 1 - P^ii = Pj_ + Pj_ i - 1 (3.16) 
since 
+  - r p 1 n = k  .  ( 3 . 1 7 )  
From (3.1c) it follows that P, ,, >• 0 except ir. the obvious 
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case n = 1. Substituting P^i from (3.15) in (3.1-5) , we 
rind 
V(Y) = 2 (1 - Pj_)(l - P1, )(^ ~ p^-) . (3.18) 
i<i' 11 
Similarly from (o. 16) end (3.14) v;e obtain 
(l - P,)(l - Pi«) ,yi yi< % 
- — ( 1 Vyq(Y) Pi + P^, - 1 Pi i •) (3.19) 
WI.ic.i is nonnegative since Pj_ -t- P^i ^ 1 and Pj ^1- It is 
interesting to note that (3.16) is true for the tore general 
case n = K - 1, K = ii, since 
i\ 
?ii' = ZI 
j/i.i' 
1 - Pr.(j in the sample) 
K 
- 
lK " *» " 2 pj 
= ( — c) — ( i. - 1) — P^ - P^ 
In fact, in this special case, it is easy to evaluate p., , i j • • • m 
tne procability of including r unir s i, j, ..., m, since 
i — Pi + ^  i ' ~~ 1 
rij...ni = ' / 1 - Pr. ( s in the sample) 
Sjt (i,^,,...,m) 
^i ™ Pj ' * ' — ( i. — r ) — j^( I, — 1 ) — 
= P< + P, + + P_ — r + 1 
- P, •] 
i r 'j 
However, this case mey not be of much practical importance -
(3.20) 
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k. The case n = 2, N = 4 
Without loss of generality, let us assume that 
P1 ^  pi« and pi'" ^  pi« (3.21) 
where 1" and i111 denote the remaining two units in the popu­
lation. In order to evaluate , we have to distinguish 
the following two cases of the randomization results : 
Case 1. The units i and i1 sre adjacent. 
Case k. Tne units i and i1 are separated by one unit. 
Kow, for case 1 there pre 16 possible configurations of the 
Pj on the circle and 8 possible configurations for case 2. 
The probability P^i that the units i and i1 s re the sampled 
units in case 1 for a typical configuration, say, first two 
arcs from the top correspond to p^ and + P^i respectively, 
is 
where d is the uniform vsrlete with 0 é d < 1. All the re­
fer s typical configuration, say, first three arcs from the 
top correspond to ?1, p^ + P1« and Pj_ + P^„ + P^, respectively, 
is 
pii' = Pr. (0 ^  d ^ Pi; P^ & d + 1 <P^ + P^,) 
if P± + P1( ^  1 
if Pi + Pi» < 1 
(3.22) 
maii.ing configurations have the same F^i . The probability 
p!i' that the units i a:.d i1 are the sampled units in case 2 
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F ^ ,  = Pr. ( 0  4  d ^ P I ;  P ±  +  P I "  +  1  <  P J _  +  P X . I  +  P I  I  )  
'Pi +• Pi I + Pa II ~ 1 If P\ + Pill ^.1 
111 11 (3.23) 
Pii if Pi + Pi» > 1 
usinfe conditions (3.^1). All tne remaining configurations 
have the same p"ii. Therefore the overall probability Fii< 
is given by 
is 16 -d> 3-D" 
Pii« = Z4 Pii' + £4 Pii' 
= 5 Pii1 + Pu1 (3.24) 
where F^i and P^i « are given by (3.£2) and (3.23) respec­
tively. 
The substitution of Pu» from (3.l4) in (3.13) yields 
A 
the variance of Y. It may be noted that Pu» /» 0 except in 
the ocvlous case P^= 1. However, if the Fy are arranged 
systematically, P^i can be zero even if ,u zL 1. 
3. The case n = c, K = 5 
Let the numbering of the units before randomization be 
1, c, 3, 4 and 5 and let 1=1 and i' = £ and P^ ^  P^ without 
loss of generality. Again we distinguish the two cases: 
Case 1. The units 1 and £ are adjacent. 
Case £. Tne units 1 and & are separated by one unit. 
There are 60 possicle configurations for case 1 and 60 for 
case k. The procacility p^ that the units 1 and & are the 
sampled units in case 1 for a typical configuration is 
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l f  P ^ P ^ > 1  ( , . B 8 )  
~~ I 0 If F± + P£ < 1 . 
All the remaining configurations have the same P^r,. Now in 
case £, we have to distinguish the following three sub-cases 
each with cO possible configurations, in order to evaluate 
the probability that the units 1 and 2 are the sampled units : 
Case (2a). P4 and P§ are adjacent and separated from P3 by 
P^ and Pg. 
Case (kb). P3 and P5 are adjacent and separated from P4 by 
and P^. 
Case (2c). P3 and P4 are adjacent and separated from P5 by 
P1 and P^. 
In case ( La) if P^ P^ + P -, the procabilitv P^( a) that 
the units 1 and c. are the sampled units for a typical con­
figuration is 
r 0 if Pi + P^ + P3 ^  1 
Plc(a) = J  P1 + + p3 - 1 i£> P1 + p3 and 
I P1 + pc + p3 >1 
P-, if Px -t- ?3 /> 1 . (3.26) 
However, if P3 > P4 + P5 then 
Zpl + pk + p4 + p5 ~ 1 lf F1 + ?4 + - 5 ^  1 
if Pi + F4 + P5 f 1 . 
(3.27) 
All the remaining configurations in case (ka) have the same 
P^J:.(a). Expressions analogous to ( 3. k.6 ) and ( -5.^7) hold for 
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and P^Cc). Therefore the overall procacility P^2 is 
fis • îi • if > îi * li 
= i F^ + g- Fl;,(8) + ^ Fl%(c) + | P%%(c) . (3.k8) 
Again, it is obvious that P12 = 0 if P3 = 1 or P4 = 1 
or P- = 1, cut in this case it is interesting to note that 
P]_2 can also be zero if with all Pj 1 the following condi­
tions are satisfied : 
+ P^ + Pt < 1 (t = o, 4 arid b) . (3.29) 
This contradicts a statement made by Thompson (195k/, p. 56, 
to the effect that P^ 0 if all P^wC 1 and randomization is 
used. The following example illustrates the computations 
and shows that P^ = 0. 
It is now evident tnat the exact evaluation of P1±, 
becomes cumbersome as K increases, and in any case the result­
ing formules are too complicated to yield a compact formula 
A 
for V(Y). Therefore, an asymptotic theory for the present 
sampling procedure is developed in Chapters IV and 7 which 
yields compact formules for Y( Y) applicable to moderately 
large populations. 
4. Sxample 
Let P^ = 0. kû, F., - O.kO, Pj = 0.55, P^ = 0. c£ and 
= 0.5C so that Fj = k end (o.k9) are satisfied. 
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Therefore P-^ = 0 and P^^(a) = P^glb) = P^«,(c) = 0 and P]_^ 
0. Let us illustrate the computation of P-^ where Pj = 
0.55 P^ = O.k. Kow 
P13 = ^ since P^ + Pj = 0.75 < 1 
r^jCa) = 0 since P4 + Pg = 0.95 Pr> = 0-20 
and F j. + P.3 + P^ = 0.96 < 1 
P13(^) = P^ - 0.kO since P^ + Pg =. 0.70 /> P^ = 0.55 
and P3 + P4 = 1.10 >1 
?23(c) = P^ = 0.kO since P% + P4 = 0.75 /» P^ = 0.50 
and ?3 + P^ = 1-05 /> 1 -
Therefore 
P13 = i (0) + i (0) + i (C.kO) + 1 (O-kO) = . 
•1" £.00 o c 
Similar calculations lead to the following table of P^i 
values. A check, is provided on the calculations by noting 
Table k. P^i values for the above example 
i 1' 1 k 3 4 5 Tot si = Pj_ 
1 — 0 0.40 
6 
0.40 
6 
0.40 
6 
0.20 
k 0 -.40 
6 
0.40 
6 
0.40 
6 
0.20 
3 0.40 
6 
0.40 
6 
1.40 
6 
1.10 
6 
0.55 
4 0.40 
6 
0.40 
6 
1.40 
6 
1.10 
6 
0-55 
5 0.40 
6 
0.40 
6 
1.10 
6 
1-10 
5 
0.50 
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that the marginal totals In Table 2 agree with the given 
vaiues or ±-j_. 
C. An Example for Efficiency Comparisons 
To compare the efficiency of the present sampling pro­
cedure with both the procedures of Yates and Grundy of finding 
the revised pro cabilities and that of Des Raj (1956b) which 
consists of finding the optimum P^i under the assumption of 
a linear model, we consider the case n = c, K = 4 and use 
the three populations examined by these.authors. Yates and 
Grundy who introduce these data for purposes of illustration 
state that these populations have been deliberately chosen 
to represent situations more extreme then those normally en­
countered in practice. The three populations (all of size 
i. = 4) have the saLe set of four pj values with different 
sets of yj values attached to them end are given in Table 3 
below. 
Table 3. Three populations of size K = 4 
Unit Population A Population B Population C 
number pj yj y^ y^ 
1 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.2 
2 0.6 l.fc 1.4 0.6 
3 0 3 L.l 1.8 0.9 
4 0.4 3.2 c.O 0.5 
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Table 4 below gives the values of Pu1 for the above 
three sampling procedures. Tables 4.1 and 4.k are taken from 
Des Raj and Table 4.3 is computed using (3.k4). 
The variance of Y for the three sampling procedures and 
the three populations are given in Table 5 below using the 
Fil| values of Tacle 4 and equation (3.13), the formula for 
Table 4. Values of P^i for populations in Table 3 
i il 1 k 3 4 
4.1. Yates and Grundy procedure 
1 — 0.03c 0.055 0.113 
k 0.03k — 0.1££ 0.£46 
3 0.059 O.lkk — 0.4£8 
4 0.113 0.-45 0.4k£ 
4.k Des Rej optimum procedure 
1 — 0.0 0.0 0. £ 
k 0.0 — 0. k 0. £ 
3 0.0 C•k —— 0.4 
4 0.0 0 » k 0.4 — 
4.3 Present procedure 
1 — 0.067 0.067 0-067 
k 0.067 — 0.067 0.267 
3 0.067 0.067 — 0.467 
4 0.037 0•kS7 0.457 
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Tacle 5. Comparative efficiency of four sampling procedures 
Population A Population B Population C 
Procedure Var. Eff.% Var. Ef f.% Var~ Eff.% 
1. Des Raj O.kOO 100 .0 O.cOO 100 .0 0.100 100 .0 
le» Yates and 
Grundy 0.3k9 61 .9 0.c69 74 .3 0.057 175 .4 
3. Present 
procedure 0.36? 54 . 5 0.367 54 .5 0.033 333 .3 
4. With 
replacement 0.500 40 .0 0.500 40 .0 0.125 30 .0 
Z A . ^ | 
V(Y). Moreover the values of the variance of Y for sampling 
with replacement using equation ( £• 6) are shown in Table 5 
for comparison. 
For populations A and B, the linear model a-sumption 
seems to ce fairly well satisfied since from Table 5 it is 
seen that Des Raj optimum procedure yields the smallest 
variance. For population C, the model does not seem to be 
appropriate since it is seen that considerable loss in effi­
ciency results for Des Raj procedure. Also it Is seen from 
racle 5 that tne variances of Yates and Grundy procedure and 
the present procedure are approximately of the same size. In 
fact, in Chapter IV, section E, It is proved that Yates and 
Grundy procedure and the present procedure have the same 
/t 
asymptotic efficiency, ithe formulas for V(Y) agree to 
order For the present (artificial) populations these 
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results for "large N" do not, of course, apply. However, 
these asymptotic results ere illustrated in a later example 
of a population of size N = 20, in Chapter IV, section D. 
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IV. THE CASE n = 2 AND K LARGE 
The difference between sampling with and without replace­
ment gradually disappears as K tends to infinity, so that the 
expected gain in precision through sampling without replace­
ment will become negligible. Now, for sampling with replace­
ment with probabilities p^, we have from the properties of 
the multinomial distribution 
Pilt = n(n - DpjPii = ~ 1) (4.1) 
with = np^, so that if P^ is assumed to be of order 
0(N-^), P^i, will be of order 0(N~^). In sampling without 
replacement this will be the leading term, and hence in order 
to supply formulas for moderately large populations K, we 
have to evaluate the next lower order terms, namely terms of 
0(li~°) • These terms will represent the gain in precision due 
to the so called finite population correction. The variance 
of the estimate Y for sampling with replacement is of 0(K^), 
and so in sampling without replacement, the next lower order 
terms O(K^) which represent the reduction in variance accom­
plished by sampling without replacement, have to be evaluated -
This is equivalent to evaluating P^, to 0(K-'3) and substi­
tuting it in the variance formula for Y. So, we evaluate here 
-Z 
for our sampling procedure, to 0(K ) end hence V(Y) to 
oUi1) , assuming F^ is 0(K~^") . Also, for the benefit of 
smaller size populations, we evaluate here, F^ i to Q(i:-4) 
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ana hence V(Y) to 0(N°). 
As pointed out earlier, tne present sampling procedure 
lends itself for the sample size n & unlike the procedures 
previously published. We discuss the case n = £ in this 
chapter in detail, arid consider the case n 2 in the next 
chapter. The methods of attack for the case n 2 are simi­
lar to those for the case n = 2. However, the case n > 2 
presents certain new features other than those encountered 
for the case n = 2-
A. Derivation of the Probabilities F^i 
to Orders 0() ancl 0(N~4) 
The total number of arrangements of the K units on the 
circle, namely Kl, can be divided into (K - 1) groups accord­
ing as to whether there are v = 0, 1, . ., (E - k) units 
"between" P^ and P^,, where "between" means that there are 
v units wnen proceeding from P^ to in clockwise direction. 
There are r. x (K - c.) ! arrangements in each of these (K - 1) 
groups so tnet tne probability for eech of these arrangements 
is tne same and is equal to K x (i« - l) \/V. 1 = 1/( K - 1). 
Let us consider no v. tne contribution to Pj_j_i from a particular 
group witn v uni uS between Pj_ and P^,. For the unit 1 to be 
in the sample, we know frou our sampling procedure, the 
ii.equalities 
s + 77^ (4.2) 
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must be satisfied where k. may be any integer between -1 and 
1 and s is a uniform arc with 0 ^  s < k. This means that s 
must lie within one of the following ranges each of length 
. The first range is & s 77^ end the other range is 
displaced from the acove range by a unit arc, i.-e., ^ - 1 
s < 77^ - 1 if 7/r7i_1 ^ 1 and r7^71_1 + 1 z:s< 77^ + i if 
7T^ ^=1. So, to evaluate P^i we have to add the contribu­
tions to Pj_j_ t from the first range, say P^i , and from the 
second ran^e, say P^,. These two ranges give identical con­
tributions to P^, since in both cases the length of the range 
for s is equal to P^. 
Let us consider now the evaluation of P^i• Since the 
uniform variate s lies Inside the range 
77^_1 é s 777 (4.3) 
a positive contribution to i can be made -nly lf the 
varia te s + 1 also lies on the arc covered by P<, . This means 
that if we denote by Tv to total length of the v arcs Pj which 
lie "between" tne arcs Pj_ and P^i , the inequalities 
77^ + Tv^s + 1< 77^_ + Tv +• Pv (4.4) 
or 
l + t - ? i - P 1 , ^ T v ^ l - f t - ? i  ( 4 . 5 )  
where 
t = s - '777i_1 = g + ?1 _ 7T± (4.5) 
must ce satisfied. Since the uniform variate t lies inside 
the range 
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0 ^t (4.7) 
and, has an ordinate density of 1/2 like the variate s, the 
I 
integrated contribution to P^, Is given by 
fP i 
J ^ Pr.(l + t - Pj_ - Plt < Tv < 1 + t - P1)dt 
0 
fi 
[Fv(1 + t - P^) - F vci + t - Pi - Pi»)]dt 
(4.8) 
where FV(T) denotes the cumulative distribution function of 
tne total (Tv) of v values of the Pj. Since the units are 
randomized prior to drawing the sample, Ty represents the 
total of v values of the Pj sampled without replacement and 
equal procacility from the finite population of (:: - 2) arcs 
Pj excluding tne specific pair P^ ar.d Pu . Therefore, noting 
that 2 Pi = 2 we find that 
1 J 
E(Ty) = v(2 - P± - Pi,)/(N - £) 
Var • (Tv) = v( 1 - v_ ^)Sii, (4.9) 
where 
s u -  - -  3 > _ 1 2  
jf(i.i') 
. (= - .)-> [ z - -j - »t. - " -B»; 
(4.10) 
Tnis important aspect of the randomization of tr.e units prior 
to drawing the sample will now be used to develop an ssymp-
4? 
totic theory for the evaluation of Pu' • 
Adding now the two (identical) contributions to and 
rom (4.8) and summing over v we obtain 
N-i fPi 
Pn, = (K - l)"1 2 I [Fv(l + t - P±) 
v=0 / 
-'Fv(l + t - Px - P±,)]àt (4.11) 
where the factor (K - 1)"^ represents tne (constant) prob­
ability of a random arrangement of the 1: arcs Pj in which 
exactly v units lie "between" Pj_ and P^i - It may be noted 
that the value of Pj^i given b; (4.11) is exact. :."e now find 
an approximation to (4.11) by expanding Fv in an Ed £.e worth 
series of which the cumulative normal integral is the leading 
term, in order to obtain usable results. In the literature, 
this problem of expressing a cumulative distribution function 
oy an Edgeworth series is considered only for sampling without 
replacement from an infinite population (or for sampling with 
replacement from a finite population). However, the present 
problem involves sampling without replacement from a finite 
population. To deal with this, ::e make use of results in the 
literature on ôhe moments of s sample total or mean in samp­
ling without replacement and ecual probability from a finite 
population. 
Let 1=1 and i1 = c without loss of generality. From 
the Inversion theorem for the characteristic function of the 
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cumulative distribution function F(x) of a statistical variété 
x we have (e.g. Kendall and Stuart (1958, p. 158) 
F(x) = exp.j^ ^  D1 ^  (-l)^j P(x) (4.12) 
where p(x) denotes the normal cumulative distribution 
r 
P(x) = (cTT) c I exp.(-^ y^)dy . (4.13) 
— OO 
D"^ is the i1*1 order derive tive w.r.k. x. end k^ are the 
standardized cumulants. In our case the formula (4.1k.) is 
applied to the standardized variate 
) _ 1  
1 
T_ - V(C - P-I — PO)(I\ — K,) 
zv = ± (4.14) 
si*[v!1 - v 
in place of x so thst F(x) is the finite proportion ?v(z) say, 
of values zy with zy 4 z. This function is therefore a step 
function with a finite numcer of discontinuities which do not 
affect the -valuation of (4.11). The r-h.s. of (4.1^) is 
equal to Fy(z) for almost ell values of zv whereas et the 
points of discontinuity the r.h.s. of (4.1c) is equal to 
Pr.(zy z) + ^ r r.(zy = z) , e.g. Kendall and Stuert(1956) , 
p. 97. V.e therefore have from (4.1^), 
F (z) = P(z) - §5. D^P(z) + ?.(v) (4.15) v 
where 
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R(v) = exp-/f; D1 ^  (-D^PU) - ( 1 - ^5. D5[r(:) 
'1=3 * J <• J 
i' y t n N 
\ 1 • u-v- ; 
and ^ are the cumulants of zv. The remainder term R(v) is 
a double infinite series each term involving a power product 
of the cumulants k^ and an associated high order derivative 
DrP( z) the term with the least order differential being 
j. * 
D P(z). Using Wishart1s (195k:) results, the cumulant kg 
of Zy in terms of the standardized cumulant Kg of the finite 
population of Fj, is given by 
k3 
_1 1 1 _1 
-b 5ti - - ÎÂ • % • (4-17) 
Substituting now (4.15) in (4.11) v:e obtain 
I\-fc /'?1 
F1£ - Ci - 1) 1 X {PU1J - PlZfc) 
v=0 JQ 
- | kg[p(3)(z1) - P(3)(z£)]| dt + y (4.IB) 
wnere 
t + 1 — P-j — v ( — P^ — P;, ) ( -c — 
Z1 -
i  i  
- :™r -r; 
t » l - p, - pf - v(2 - f, - p..)(:: - a)" 
z£ = 5 —Ï 
(4.IS) 
31^V" C1 - i; I J 
c. 
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— *  
r*i 
J> = (iv - l)"1 - R(z^)]dt (4.20) 
v=0 ^ 
and kg is given by (4.1?) and P^\z) denotes the r*'*1 order 
derivative of P(z). 
»e now apply the Euler-kacleurin formula 
J gU)(t)dt = g(b) - g( a) = Cb - a)g(1)fa + b; 
+ a)'5 g(3)(^^^ e(5)(t) 
(4.21) 
here given for a general function g(x) satisfying the re­
quired continuity conditions and t is such that a *= t é b. 
and p(^)(%i) - P^3^(zfc) in (4.18), we find 
Applying this formula first to the differences P(z1) - P(z%) 
. < 
K-* fC x 
Pl,. u -1)-1 s J rPs^v?>(il<^) 
v=0 o ^ 
'4SL 
- 
vl2 F(4)C^^-iS; + "(t)] 6t + f  (4.££) 
where 
v-, = v(l - ^ -L_) (4.25) 
x i.. - C, 
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and w ( t) represents the aggregate of the remainder terms 
In the application of (4.^1) . Now Integrating (4.k-2) over t 
again using (4.L1), we obtain retaining only the relevant 
terms, 
%#- Y P(3!(v,) . P(3)(v,) 
^3 ^ 1 
p.p. _1 
— v^^ P ^ (Vg)J dv -t- j? + o + 1 (4.^4) 
wnere 
6 Sit 
"1. it — P-, — Prj 
1 - — (P^ + Pr; ) - V 
v2 = ^ J — (4.as) 
_ £ 
si^vi 
f is given by (4.c0), o> denotes the aggregated remainder 
terms in the application of (4.cl) on (4.^%) and j?' is the 
remainder term arising from the approximation of 22 by [ dv. 
A V 
Since we ere interested in finding P-^ to 0(K ), only those 
terms in the evaluation of (4.^4) that contribute to 0(K-4) 
or to larger orders i^e. 0(I;~ ) ar.d 0(K ) , sre t: be retained. 
V.'e now evaluate the terms in (4.&4) one by one. The first 
term is 
5% 
ç K—k. 1 
A = (K - 1) 1 • I v.fc F(1'(V1)QV (4.^6) 
o; 
wnere 
1 
-W 
P(l)(v£) = (£7T) * e ^ • (4.£7) 
kaiing the transformation 
u = v - i(i\ - c) (4.%9) 
_1 
and expanding the exponential in (4 .k.7) as well as where 
v1 is given cy (4.^3), we find 
A 
- rfH} u »«i uw)~* 1 e"5 
-TTP  
-n 
• expj- i h - i h 4p® + higher termsj 
x (1 + i h-îsp^ + ^ h ~p4 +• higher terms)dp (4.29) 
C* o 
wnere 
h = U - Px - P^X} - %) ^ 5^ (4.30) 
arid the VEriacle of integration is changed to 
? = i uh(:: - c)"1 . (4.31) 
aow from (4.^2), expanding the exponential j and multi­
plying by the series in ( ) end simplifying, v;e obtain 
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1 /rh _1.2 
A • fr^ i} t, - pf-PJ ' U7T) * 1 •* 
-h 
• £l + | h~^(p< - p4) + ^ h-4(3p4 - 6p6 + p6) 
+ higher terms dpj. (4.32) 
Since F^ is 0(N S^v, is 0(K-^") so that from (4.30), h is 
1 
0(l\^) . Therefore, we can replace the integration liults in 
(4.3c) by - oo and + oo apart from errors whicn are 0(e A'Ke). 
Using now the standardized normal moments 
/"jjj = 1, /*4 = 3, /"g = 15 and /*8 = 105 (4.33) 
we find from (4.3c) to 0(M~4) 
A 
- rr^rf tz -X". ?a) 11 - h_i + 3h"4' • (4-34) 
The second term is 
p P3 ri:~* 3 
a = (i, - l)-1 • 1 3 vfc P (v-.;dv (4.35) 
I 
where 
_1 _l v^ 
F(3)(v. ) = (2 77) ^ e * (v'f - 1) . (4.-36) 
By a similar argument, using the transformations u and p 
given by (4.c£) and (4.31), and expanding the exponential 
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3 
- ? £ 
in (4 = 36} as v.'ell ss anc. (v^ - I) in Lerms or p and multi­
plying out the resulting series, we fir.d after simplification 
B " - V'1 • au'-'pf1- ?J ' tk ^  f ^  
[ 
1 
- CO 
(p% - 1) - ^ (p6 - 6p4 + 3p^)h 2 
+• higher term.sj dp. (4.37) 
Using the standardized normal moments (4.33), it is seen from 
(4.37) that B is zero to Q(K-4) and hence S does not contrib­
ute to to 0( N-4 ). Simile riy, • we find that the next term 
p3p .1 / 
C = (is - 1) 1 • J P(3)(V£)QV (4.35) 
is reduced to 
'12 
0 
. -A f~-bk 
' {i: - îî • i4u -Sr - p. j • (*r) u . - . e 
- oo 
éC\ i_ —^ 
^"(P6 - 1) - jkp6 - 4p4 + p^)h 
+ higher termsjdp . (4.39) 
The evaluation of the terms retained in (4.32) yields 
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pîp, 
C = - ig - 1 S =-x- ' h * (4.40) 
n  = IT  1~( L - — r ; 
waich is 0(K-^) , so that C does not contribute to P-j_£ to 
U(K~4)• The next term is 
y" N — «C 1 
D a -  (K - l)'1 • J kg F(4'(v2)dv (4.41) 
where 
, . Vr -i 
p l 4 ' ( v^ )  =  (L 7T)  % e  ^  ^  (3v% -  7%;  ( 4 . 4L)  
and kg is a function of v given by (4.17). How using the 
same transformations u and p, expanding the quantities 
1 
v-^, (v3 - 3v^) and kg and the exponential in (4.4c) in terms 
of p and multiplying out the resulting series, we find after 
considerable simplification 
CO 
D 
~ 3(i: - i) " U t p^y ' ^ 7r) 
— oo 
• 1(p4 - 3p%) + |h 3(Spô - 9p4 - p6) 
+ nigher termsjdp . (4.4-3) 
Using the standardized normal moments (4.-33), the evaluation 
of tne terms retained in (4.43) yields 
D 
- - • u -xpf- • h"5(" -
(4.44) 
u. - 1 
which is 0(K 4) since 
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= _ fc(t: - . F3AK3S12 rz 
( c, — P-j^  — P^) 
K 
3 
*35L = tir. - i)-1 £ (Pj - * -/l - P2) (4.46) 
3 
is 0(K 3)• «e shall presently show that the remainder terms 
j? > co ana j31 do not contribute to P^ to 0(K~4), so that 
adaing the expressions A and D (since B and C pre zero to 
Q(N 4)^)given by (4.34) and (4.44), we obtain for the prob­
ability P12, an approximation to 0(K-4) given by 
Pn = U - fcj . P1P£ (:< - i) u - Pi - pfc) - h-* + 3h~4- cK3h"'3(K -2) 2] 
(4.47) 
where h is given by (4.30) and Kg by (4.46). Since the last 
two terms in (4.47) are 0(K~4), v.e obtain to 0(l.-*5) the 
simplified expression 
u pg !1 - h~*> • (4-48) 
Let us nov; consider tne remainder terms jD , co and ' . 
ïhe remainder term represents the aggregated remainder 
terms in applying tne Euler-kaclaurin formula (4.^1) to the 
differences p{z~±) - F( z-J and p"5^ ( z1) - P^ ( z^,) in (4.18) . 
The remainder term in the applicrtion of (4.Ll) to the differ-
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(z _ 2 
enee PUi! - 12 Zli9£0fc' ?SLU1 • eK - Zl>] 
with 0 ^  e < 1. Therefore, the contribution to P^£ from 
this remainder terni, say , is 
"l - ^  Is to'1 £ I (zl - H>S p(5l[=l • e («E - :%)]& 
v=0 g 
(4.49) 
where , 
li - - Vil V"È C1 - rff 8 • (4.so) 
ivow consider tne first teru in the application of (4.21) to 
intégré te (4.49) over t, say l,.js., 
1 _I -, 5 
_ =1_1 
^ 19 cO "• - ( K  -- l j  " 2T pi ' Vil » ' 
v=G 
_i -1 , 
•pU)[V2+ e'F2Sl* V * C1 - r~TT) C J (4.51) 
witil 
— 
e' — 2" making the transformations u end c given 
cy ( 4. cb ) ana (4.-51) end proceeding ss before, v;e find after 
simplification 
, 5 , oo 
- e - *>"* s:y6 • fir:if ^  
— oo 
• [l * 0(pich-1)]x [?(5)(p) + 0(1, & J dp (4.52) 
where c is s constant. 
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OO 
r  
Since J P ^  ( p ) dp is zero, we find, from (4.5k.) that 
— OO 
1 
is at least of order 0(:\~4ii), so that it does not con-
tricute to P^, to 0(ri-4). Similar arguments apyly to the 
differences P^^(z^) - rv^(z^} as well es the remainder 
terms arising from, applying (4.k,l) in integrating (4.18) over 
t so that the aggregated remainder term (*> does net contribute 
to PlJ& to 0(K~4) . 
Consider now the remainder term j?1 arising from the 
approximation of 2 by /cv. Frum the following version of 
v J 
Eule r-kaclaurin formula: 
K —k. /- r.—k. 
- J f(v)dv = i f(0) + ^  f(r: - c) 
v= 0  G  
m-1 
•  Z  r z i f r ^  -  f U s " l ! ( o ) |  
s= 1 J 
* f(tiL)(K^6K) (4.53) 
v;nere B^g are the Bernoulli numbers and f^ri is the r tn 
derivative w.r.t. v of any of the integrand functions in­
volved in (4.k.4) and 0 ^  & 1 while cm, the order of the 
remainder term in (4.5-3) Is at our dispo-sl, it is seen thet 
j?1 involves the terminal differentials of the integrands at 
tne end points of integration v = 0 and v = r. - L which are 
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zero since v., cecoL.es infinite and the integrands involve the 
-b't 
term e * . Kow consider the remainder term in (4.53). At 
v = (k - 6) 8^, from (4.c5), 
v2 = (1 (1 - eK' i/V1 ~ ÔK^ ^ Sl£^; " 
(4.54) 
V.'e now separate the values of ©^ between 0 end 1 into two 
groups. In the first group, S ^ is equal to l/c or the lead­
ing term of the difference between and l/c is proportional 
~r>' 
to K u with r. > 0. The remaining velues of & v fall in the 
second group. It is easily seen from (4.54) t;et for the 
values of in the second group Vr, is 0(K6 ) with s > 0 
since is O(K^), and the argument to be used for the 
remainder term in case (b) below also applies to the values 
of in this group- Kow from (4.54), for^values of in 
7^— 
the first group either is zero or is 0(lx) - So-xe now 
distinguish the two cases (a) r- > l/c end (c) r^ l/c. 
Consider first tne case (a). In terms of the variable u 
wnere u is given by (4.cS), 
_3 , -I  
*4 - k sit u[x - rfW J ' 
i ^ 
. const. (K - *)"* S il % \ V (-1)1 . 
1=0 
(4.55) 
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Therefore, by repeated differentiation of (4.5c), we have for 
the largest vaiue of |u| , 
dSr.., d^v. . &-t 
£ = 5 = o(N< ) . (4.56) 
dv 1  du 1  
The repeated airferentiation of the function involving v% 
only in the integrand of (4.%4), say g(v^), is now seen to 
, t dv p t 
have a leading term of the form S_6 . / _£) which is of 
d»J 1qu ' 
order 0(K } • Therefore, from the Leibnitz formula of dif­
ferentiation of a product it is evident that every Integrand 
function in (4.<~4) which is seen to be of the type v"*5 g(v%), 
b >0, is 0(N-i) with k > 4 provided 2m is taKen sufficiently 
large -
s 
In case (c), the remainder term goes down as 0(e * Ka) 
where s = 1 - 2r^ > 0 and hence smaller then 0(K~4). So, the 
remainder term j?1 does not contricute to P-^ to 0(K~4). 
Finally consider the remainder term given by (4.&0) . From 
(4.17) it is seen that the sum of the exponents of the power 
products in v and I. in the formula for kj is equal to - 1/2. 
now in tne p-scale, v = ^ ~ 4 (1 + h~^p) = cK with c = 
_ 1_ 
^ ^  ( l  +  h  p ;  .  S o ,  k g  i s  o r d e r  0 ( K  i n  t h e  p - s c a l e  
-1 -I  
since q = — + 0(1. ^) in the p-scale because h ^ is 0(K *") . 
^ " 
ihe Apuendix in Chapter IX gives s heuristic argument to show 
that tne sum of the exponents of the power products in v and N 
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in the formula for kr Is equal to (- £ + 1) , I.e. kr is 
-•r+1 
0(K ) with v = qK and this is actually verified up to 
2 
r = S. Kow, in the remainder term j?, k4 and kg are the 
largest order terms, i.e. 0(N ^") with v = qK. An analysis 
similar to that of the k3 terms shows that the terms with k& 
and k^ are of smaller order than 0(N~4) and so do not con­
tribute to to 0(N~4) • Kote from (4.44) that the term 
with kg contributes to P^r. only terms of order 0(K-4) and 
smaller. Since all the remaining terms in involve the 
higher order cumulants and their powers whicn are of smaller 
order than 0(N ^) with v = qK, it follows the the terms in j) 
do not contribute to P-^ to 0(N-4) • We shall not discuss 
here the inversion of the double summation in (4.16) and its 
convergence. 
Independently of the above argument that the remainder 
terms JD , CJ and j>' do not contribute to P^g to 0(N-4), the 
following two checks provide additional evidence thet all the 
terms of 0(K~4) and larger ere included in (4.47). The first 
cneck is the specie! case when all probabilities P^ are equal 
to %/K so thet S-j^ = 0 end h-"*" = 0. This check tests only 
the leading term of (4.47) since h~^ = 0 so thet the coeffi­
cients of tne remaining terms in (4.47) are not effected by 
this check. In this case, P^g given by (4.47) reduces to 
2/K( 1; - l) which is the correct probability for uniùs 1 and 2 
to be in a sample of size c. • A more searching check which 
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takes account of all the terms In (4.47) Is provided by test­
ing tne order to which the equation 
N 
Z I'll- - (n - DPl 
V f l  
wnlch In our case n = k. reduces to 
(4.57) 
N 
J2 Pll' = P1 (4.58) 
i'*i 
is satisfied, he now show that (4.58) is In fact satisfied 
to an order (K - 1) Q(K~4) = 0(K-^) if (4.47) Is substituted 
in (4.58) which confirms that (4.47) is correct to 0(N~4). 
Using tne formula (4.30) for h and (4.45) for Kg, (4.47) can 
be written in the form 
fii' 
riPi. 
U ^ P I  — P  J_ I  )  fr^ if 1 -
±*i - - Ff, 
(2- Pi - Pi . )£ 
• (l t ^-3-, * + 3( - Pj - Pi-)' 
1X 
~ ° ° U - F± - PI - )4 
-T + £ 2P? 
v i'. — -3 ) ( I-. — 'c. ) ( — P^ — P^ i ) 
6 ZPt 
( -• — k. ) ( c~ — Pi — Pj_t)^-
(4.59) 
w-iic-i to 0(L 4), reduces to 
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P.., . ^ -/?.> 
»- - pi - pi! ' U - Pj. - Pii )u 
» fWZZÈ! » S v Z A  (4.S0) 
( <• — P i — Pj_ i ) ( & — — P^ i ) 
where tne subscripts 1 and. c, are replaced by 1 sr;d i1 respec­
tively. Expanding all denominators in (4.60) bir.oinially, 
retaining all terms to 0(K-4), we find after simplication 
fli' = [J t1!?!1 * j'fll'i1 + Flpi' ) " g Pi.Fi1 2 ptl 
+ + ^iFit > 
- il'pipi' • Fipï'l I>! * §z< 
- à ripi- Z^t • (4-si) 
Summing (4.61) now over i1 from 1 to k excepting i' = 1 end 
noting that Z pt = ^> v.e obtain to 0(i;~'5) , 
K 
2 Pii« = è pi(i5 ™ ?i) + i pi(L - pi) + i pi( ^  pt ™ pi) 
i'^i 
+  i p f - i ^ z p : - & p i ( . - p i ) z p |  
(4.6a) 
whicn reduces to p^ thereby providing the desired chec'-:. 
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B. Variance Formulas to Orders OCK1) and 0(K°) 
Substituting for Pj_j_i from (4.61) in the variance formula 
for Y, namely, 
K ^ K 
= 2? p- + 27 p p1' Yi?!' - (4.5-3) 
Pj ifi' Fipi' 
we find 
= Zp- +  | S yi yi' +  Ï Z ( pi +  pi- )yiyi« 
J ijfci1 ifi' 
-#(Z?%)(Z: y^,) 
ifi' 
- ï§( Z Ptfe (Pi + FvhiYv] 
i f l '  
+ i  Z (Pi + Pi« )yi7i '  + I  Z (F,y,)(Pi,y,,) 
ifi' Ifi' " 
_3, ^  _2S£, 
ifi-
- §( Z Pt)(  Z y 1 y ± l )  - y* . (4.64) 
i4i' 
Retaining terms to O(K^), (4.64) reduces t 
V(Y) , Z |î - 1 ï' - i Z >'j » i ï Z -= ;7j - i( 2 P|)Y£ 
-Ej c c «Je •- J o 
" * §' S?t)( S yp - |(2 pt;(Z fjyj) 
•  S ï (  Z Pjyj!  -  âft  ZPÏ)£Ï2  -  |  Ï£< 2  P?) 
Y 
u 
+ VJ1 ' 
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= ^ Fj(1 " i p:hfj ~ " i — {fj " 4 pj -pt' 
y 
• ( ~ + ^( Z PjYj - ^  Y 2 P^) ^ • (4.66) 
Qu the other hand, If terms only to O(K^) are retained, 
V(S)= zg-^'-&Zy^|YZP^_l(ZP:)Y^ 
N 
= Z pj(1 - \ pj)(pj * • (4-67) 
The variance of the estimate of the total Y in sampling with 
replacement is 
K , 
V(ï' ) = X Pjfgj - §)" • (4.68) 
Equation (4.6?) which is correct to O(M^) compared with 
(4.68) showa the characteristic reduction in the variance 
through the "finite population corrections" (1 - ^  Fj). 
Hence, the present sampling procedure without replacement 
yielcs a smaller variance asymptotically fur the estimate of 
the to ta J. than s amp ling with replacement. For the special 
case of equal probabilities P± = |j-, (4.63) to 0(K°) reduces 
to tne familiar variance formula for the estimate of the total 
in sampling with equal probability and without replacement, 
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& N 
V(Y) = -rrjM—• (1 - S) y (y . - X) . (4.69) élit — x/ ix «—' J n 
•C. Estimation of the Variance 
The method is to substitute for P^, in the Ystes and 
Grundy estimate of the variance, which for n = £ is 
From (4.61) to 0(N"^), 
pii' - | pipi' C1 + |(pi + Pi' > " -^T1] • (4.71) 
Therefore, substituting for P^, from (4.71) in (4.70), we 
find to OU1), 
• 4 - y* • "•"> 
K a 4 
Expanding the denominator binomielly and retaining terms to 
Odx1), 
VÏG(Î) = (1 - Pi - Pv • Jj-îl; (li - Zll)' . (4.73) 
For the special case of equal probabilities P^ = (4.7-3) 
to OvN1) agrees with the familiar formula for the estimate 
of the variance in equal probability sampling without replace­
ment, i.e. , 
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m2 * 
v(Y) = ^- Il - #) Z (y. - y)* (4-74) 
A» i\ J 
where y is the sample mean of the two units 1 and i1 . To 
find Vyç(Y) to 0(N°), substituting for P^^, in (4.70) from 
(4.61) which is correct to 0(N~4), and expanding the denomin­
ator binomially and retaining terms to O(N^), we obtain after 
simplification 
vÏG(i) = [I - (Pt • p^) • \ - |(Pi * pfi ) 
- |( ZP2)2 + |(Pi + Plt) ZP? 
+ SSP?](^-^f) (4.75) 
which agrees to 0(K°) with (4.74) when all = ^ • 
In this connection, it is worthwhile to point out an 
important aspect of the Yates and Grundy estimate of the vari­
ance for the case n = 2. From (4.6-5) and (4.68), it can be 
A  
easily shown that a necessary condition for V(Y) to be smaller 
than V(Y* ) is 
P1V ^  P±PV - (4.76) 
For general sample size n, this condition Is 
fil' ^  n FlPi' * (4.77) 
This condition is given by Herein (1951). Therefore, it 
immediately follows from (4.76) end (4.70) that the Is tes and 
Grundy estimate of the variance is always positive if a 
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sampling procedure without replacement for which = np^ is 
more efficient than sampling with replacement, and n = 2-
That is, if there is a sampling procedure without replacement 
for which the variance is smaller than the variance in sampling 
with replacement independent of the y^, which is the case we 
are interested in, then the Yates and Grundy estimate of the 
variance is always positive. It may be noted that this re­
sult is true only for the case n = 2, since conditions (4.7?) 
are not sufficient to show that 
zPiX.Pll'(£-&,a «•**> 
i'>i 1 
is always positive. (4.78) is positive if conditions (4.76) 
for all 1 and i1 (1 ^  1') are satisfied. However, conditions 
(4.77) do not imply (4.76) except when n = 2. 
For our particular sampling procedure, condition (4.76) 
is in fact satisfied to 0(K~^) since from (4.71), 
pifi' - Pii' - [l - ?1 % ?1' • (4-79) 
which is greater than zero since ^  1. This fact 
could of course have been inferred from (4.6?) which shows 
that V(Y) is smaller than V(Y* ) so th?t (4.76) would have 
followed as a necessary condition. 
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D. An Example for Efficiency Comparisons 
We use the data given in Table 1, Chapter III, which are 
taken from Horvitz and. Thompson (195k). The population here 
consists of N = 20 clocks in Ames, Iowa, and yj and Xj denote 
respectively the actual number of households and "eye-
estimated" number of households in the j"6*1 block (j = 1 to 
20). The probability Pj for the unit to be in a sample 
of size c is taken proportional to the "eye-estimated" number 
cO 
of households Xj, i,.e. Pj = 2xj/ 2C - In Table 6 below, the 
J-I 
evaluations of the variance of the estimated total for the 
present sampling procedure and for different sampling systems 
considered in the literature are given. These efficiency com­
parisons ignore cost. 
Sampling systems % to 10 correspond to different methods 
of utilizing supplementary Information x ^, and sampling system 
1 is equal probability sampling without utilizing supple­
mentary information. It is evident from Table 6, thet all 
tnese methods of utilizing x^ are vastly superior to system 1. 
The estimator c is the well known ratio es time tor in ecuel 
procacility sampling end here the bias of this estimator 
which equals 1.1? is neglected. In system 3, the 20 blocks 
are divided into two strata according to the meesure of size 
Xy the ten largest belong to stratum 1 end the remaining ten 
celons to stratum c, and denotes the stratum total of Xj. 
Since only one unit is drawn with p.p.s. from eech stratum, no 
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Table 6. Variances of various estimators of the total of 
the y, for the population given in Table 1 
Sampling 
system 
Method of 
selection 
Form of the 
estimator 
Variance 
of the relative 
estimator efficiency 
Equal probability 
without replacement Ny 
2 
z y 1 
2 . x 
16,219 
3,280 
100 
497 
Stratified; one unit 2 
with p.p.s. from 
each of c. strata ^ 
yt 3,934 412 
4. Lahiri: Unbiased 
ratio estimator 
5. Horvitz and 
Thompson 
(Method 1) 
5. Horvitz and 
Thompson 
(j&ethod 2) 
7. kiCKey, ordered 
estimator 
6. vJLckey, unordered 
estimator 
( z:?.;) y 
( zxj> 6  
u 
3,579 
3,095 
3,075 
3,055 
453 
524 
527 
531 
u * 
•5,026^ V(u*) 534< E 
< 3,038 ^536 
9 . F . p . s. with 
replacement z 3, 241 500 
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Tacle 6. (Continued) 
Sampling 
system 
Method of 
selection 
Form of the 
estimator 
Variance 
of the % relative 
estimator efficiency 
o
 
1—1 
Present procedure 
O 
(a) 0(NX) y li 
** PJ 
3,025 536 
(b) 0(N°) u 3,007 539 
valid estimate of the variance can be found for system 3. In 
system 4, the two units are selected xvith probability propor­
tional to the sum of the measures for the two units, i.e. 
( ZlxOç/X where ( denotes a set of 2 units. The estimator J ~ £ 
4 belongs to class 3 according to the classification of the 
estimators in Chapter II. Sampling systems 5 and 6 and their 
limitations have been described in Chapter II. The estimator 
7 belongs to class 1. From Mickey (1959), 
= 1(^1 + 5=) + ^1(11 _ 
Pi P* Pi 
(4.80) 
Tne estimator 8, u*, obtained by unordering u is 
u* = 
fc Pi P 
Pi " P2 yi _ y 
—) + -*• 6 z " c 
£ fcU - Pi - Pg) Pi P£ 
?r) . (4.81) 
The variance for the first six systems are taken from Horvitz 
and Thompson ( 195k) ar.d the variance for the estimators 7 and 
8 are taken from mickey (1959). For tne estimate 8, only 
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bounds on the variance are available. The variance for 
systems 9, 10a and 10b is computed from the formulas (4.68), 
(4.67) and (4.66) respectively. Systems 5 to 10 have approxi­
mately the same variance in magnitude where systems 5, 6 and 
10 belong to class 2, and systems 7 and 8 belong to class 1. 
This may indicate the approximate equality of efficiency of 
estimators in classes 1 and 2 (a discussion on this aspect is 
given in Mciey, 1959). Incidentally, our sampling procedure 
10 has the smallest variance compared to *he other systems 
1 to 9, though the gain in efficiency is comparatively small. 
Also, there is a gain in efficiency of about 7)2 (234/3ii41) 
through sampling without replacement as compared to sampling 
with replacement (10b vs. 9). Finally, it is of interest to 
exhibit the nature of convergence of approximations O(N^) and 
0(N°) to V(Y), by regarding the variance formula (4.68) for 
sampling with replacement as an approximation to 0(N ) as set 
out in Table 7 below. 
iacle 7. Approximations to the variance of Y 
Order of 
approximation 
Formula 
used V(Y) Difference 
Eq. (4.68) 
Sc. (4.67) 
Sc. (4.65) 
3,025 
3,241 
3,007 
216 
18 
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The convergence in this example appears to be quite 
satisfactory although the population size (N = 80) is much 
smaller than those usually encountered in survey work. This 
indicates that in most of the practical situations, the vari­
ance formula (4.67) to O(K^) which is fairly simple to com­
pute, should be satisfactory. 
E. Comparison with the Method of Revised Probabilities 
of Yates and Grundy 
The iteration procedure of Yates and Grundy (195-3) to 
obtain revised probabilities which ensure that Pj = npj, has 
been described in Chapter II. It is proved here that, for 
the case n = i,, the values attained through the Yates 
and Grundy procedure and through the present sampling pro­
cedure are exactly the same to 0(K-^), but not to 0(K-4) so 
A "1 
that V(Y) is the same for both the procedures to 0(N ) but 
not to Q(N^)- Since the terms of O(N^) are the important 
terwS contributing to the gain in precision of sampling with­
out replacement over sampling with replacement for moderately 
large L, this result shows that both the procedures have 
practically the same efficiency. However, with our procedure 
there is no need to compute the revised probabilities which 
involves heavy computation as K increases. 
KOW from (4.71), the probability of selecting units i 
and i1 for our procedure to 0(N-^) is 
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P11 , - ti,p1 pi i +• Z(pfpi i + Di pf i ) - , T p 
-fi i — —— —  ^ -L Je 
f f A.P9^ 
u 
since P^ = kp^. For the Yates and Grundy procedure, the 
procability of selecting units 1 and i' , say P^) , is given by 
,>;!, sii.. JiîL. 
1 - Pj_ 1 ~ Pj_ I 
and 
K 
» * V 1 p « 
?1 = Pi + Pi 2_ - J • = 2pA (4.84) 
Jfl 1  " PJ 
where are the revised probabilities which ensure that 
Pj_ = Kov:, expanding (4.64) binomially, we obtain to 
o(ir%), 
Fi = pi + ^ Y.pi* ~ PpJ = ^Pi (4.85) 
or 
», -1 
* . Pl [i • 2 
( Zpf " P*>" 
£ 
< EPt - Pi'l 
[to our*) 
j O(KT^) (4.86) 
since 
p* = Pj_ ^ + terras of 0(K 1)] . (4.3?) 
Further, expanding (4.8-3) ci nodal ly, we obtain to 0(II~^), 
piî? = p*pj.(i + pf) + pfpf.d + pj) - (4.as) 
Substituting for p* fro~ (4.S3) in (4.88), v.-e find to 0(K~3), 
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Pii» = fcPiPi» + ^Cpjpji + PiPf. ) - -PiPj.1 Z Pt (4.89) 
which is exactly the same as (4.8^). Now let us examine the 
comparison of these formulas to Q(K~4). From (4.51) , v.e 
obtain to 0(N~4), 
pii' = fcPiPi» + *(PiPi« + PiPfi) - fcPiPiiS Pt 
+ 4(p^p1, + PjP^i) + 4pfp|, 
- 6(pjpit + pipj,) ][Pt + 6p^,( %p%)^ 
- 4p1p1, 2? P% - (4.90) 
since = 2p^. On the other hand, for the Yates and Grundy 
procedure, we may write to 0(K-^), 
*l - pj • p i t  p j u  •  P j  .  P f  )  
m 
- * I [ * + Z > ?  +  Z  P F  -  P I  -  P F  J  =  F C P J .  
(4.91) 
so that 
*3 * _*2> -j 1 
. Pl [I - '-gpf * 2 pf - p? - pf) 
2 
. (Zpf) f c  + P f - fcp? 2pf "I 
4 -> (4.92) 
to 0(K ). Kow substituting the value of p^ to O(ir^) from 
(4.86) in r.h.s. of (4.9c), v:e find after simplification, to 
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0(N~3) that 
* r. j(Zp|)6 - + ^Pi + 4P? - 3p EP+ - 4£P? 
pi - Pi L1 • —r 1 1— -
(4.93) 
i-ioreover, we obtain froci (4.83) to 0(K~4) , 
-  PK ' ( 1  +  Pt  +  pf '  + P%' (1  +  P*.  +  p f i -  (4 .94)  
Finally, substituting the p* given by (4.93) in (4.94), we 
obtain after simplification, ana to 0(N~4) that 
Pii« = ^PiPi' + ^(P^Pj_t + P^Pi, ) - iPlPl,r Pt 
+ 4(p3p1, + pip3,) + | pjpf. - ^ (p^pi.+ PiPfi )Xpt 
+ £ PiPi.C Z Pp' - 4 PiPi« E Pt • (4.95) 
Comparing now (4.90) with (4.95) it is seen that P^ i *and 
P^t differ in three terms which are 0(E~4)- For the special 
case of equal procabilities Pi = £ or pi = the probability 
pijJ Pii' reôuces %/:(% - 1) which is the probability 
for selecting units i s:.d i1 in the equal probability case, 
the sample size being two. The check. (4.58) which was used 
( 
for P1±, can also be applied to checK. the order of P^£; . It 
has been verified that 
ÎC 
piii = F'l = £p± (4.95) 
V f l  
to 0(K"°), by substituting for P$®ï from (4.9c; in (4.96). 
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Now, using the values of P^j in (4.9c) and proceeding exactly 
c 
as in section B, it is found that the variance of Y to 0(N ) 
is 
vi($) • È V1 - i n (Pj -
+ ei(^  ?t)(53 Ftyt)Y • (4.97). 
On the other hand, for our sampling procedure, from (4.66) 
v(x). i>3 <1 -  - 1 ) ^ - 1  èfpj - ^ 4) 
• fpj - * è< s - iè< z 
- ?( £ £ ptyt'Y (4.98) 
to O(K^)• Equations (4.97) and (4.98) differ in their last 
three terms which are 0(N°), and it is not quire deer which 
variance is smaller and this may depend on the structure of 
the Pj and yj values. 
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V. THE GENERAL CASE n > 2 AND N LARGE 
Since the methods to be employed for n > 2 are similar 
to those used for n = 2, we shall briefly describe these 
methods but concentrate on the new features that are not 
encountered in the case n = 2. 
A. Derivation of the Probabilities P1±i to Orders 
0(N*3) and 0(K~4) 
As before, the total number of arrangements i: 1 can be 
divided into (K - 1) groups according es to whether there are 
v = 0, 1, . .. , (i: - £) units "between" and P^, . There are 
K x (K - k.) 1 arrangements in each of these (N - 1) groups so 
that all of these arrangements are represented with equal 
probability :—i Consider now the contribution to P.,, from 
.. — 1 
a particular group with v units between Pi and P^,. For the 
i^ unit to be in the sample, we know from our sampling pro­
cedure, the Inequalities 
77"^_j A s + k ^  77'i (5-1) 
must be satisfied where k may be any integer between -(n - 1) 
and (n - 1) and s is a uniform variété with 0 s /L n. This 
means thet s must be within one of the following ranges each 
of length P^. The first of these is 7771_1 ^ s TT7^ end the 
other ranges are displaced from the above range in the anti­
clockwise direction by 1 or 2 ... or (n - 1) according es 
771 i_1 > l or /777i_1 > L . .. or TT > (n - 1) or in the 
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clockwise direction according as 77^ ^  l or 77^ ^  ^ ... or 
TT7^ <. (n - 1) respectively. All these ranges make contribu­
tions to P^, identical to that from the range 77r1_1 ^  s < TT7^ 
since the length of the range of s is equal to P^ in all the 
cases. Therefore, we have to evaluate only the contribution 
to P1± i from the first range 777i_1 s < 77say P^, , those 
from the remaining (n - 1) ranges being Identical. 
A positive contribution to P^, can only be made if both 
< e< 1V^ and one of the following (n - 1) Inequalities 
is satisfied at the same time : 
Inequality (l). 77^ + Ty s + 1 < 77"^ + Tv + P±I 
Inequality (2) . 7+ Ty s + 2 < 7+ Ty + Pi( 
Inequality ( j) . TP  ^ + Ty •< s + j < W1 + Tv + p^, 
Inequality (n - 1) . T77 ± +. tv <; s + (n - 1) < + Tv + p^ 
( 5 . % )  
where T'v is the total length of the v arcs which lie "between" 
P^ and P^, in clockwise direction. This means that we con­
sider the procability that the given iunit is drawn for 
k = 0 and 11^ unit is drawn for either k = 1 or k = % ... 
or k = (n - 1). taking the transformation 
t = s - 77^_x = s + Pi - rTTT1 (5.3) 
so that the first range is 
0 < t < P± (5.4) 
where t is a uniform variate with ordinate density l/n like s, 
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equations (o.c) can be written as 
Inequality (1). 1 + t - P^ - P^, < Tv < 1 + t -
I n e q u a l i t y  ( c )  .  t + t - P 1 - P 1 i < : T v < : 2 + t - P 1  
Inequality ( J ) . j + t-Pi-F1i<Tv<() + t - P^ 
Inequality (n - 1) . (n - l) + t - Pj_ - P1, < Tv <. 
( n — 1 ) + t — P^ 
(5.5) 
Therefore, the integrated contribution to P^ from inequality 
(j) is 
i rPi 5  P r . ( j  + t - P 1 - P 1 , < T v < j + t -  P ± ) d t  .  ( 5 . 6 )  
0 
If tne i'^h unit is drawn for k = j , then from inequality (j) 
of (6.c), it is seen thrt v ranges from (j - 1) to (K - n + j 
- 1) since l^*1 unit is drawn for k = 0 sr.d each Pr ^  1. 
Therefore, summing over the appropriate ranges of v for these 
(n - 1) different cases, end multiplying by the constant 
probability l/(l>. - 1), the total integrated contribution +o 
Pj_j_ is seen to be 
K-n z?i 
pli' = n(i\ - 1) / 2Z J ?r'E1 + t - Pi * Pi' < Tv < 
^ v=0 "o 
1 + t — dt + ... 
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N-n-t-m 
v=m o 
là? • o - r1 - <- rv 5; m + i 
+ t — P dt + ... 
N-fc /pi 
+ y J Pr. £(n - 1) + t - Pj_ - P± I < Tv ^ 
v-n-c o 
(n - 1) + t - pjdtj . (5.7) 
Adding now the contributions to P^i from all the regaining 
(n - l) ranges which are identical with (5.7), we find the 
total contribution to F^, as 
K-n i 
'il' = U- - 1) 1/ZT [Fv 
( v=o ; 
— £'y(l + t — P^ - P^ | )^ 
z 
(i + t - P1) 
dt + 
*.-n+m /"Pi 
+ / I [Fv(m +• 1 +• t — Pj_) 
v=ni 
"C +• - FVU + 1 + t - Pi - Pit)Ji 
rFi 
+ ZZ j [Fv ^r- - 1 + r ~ pi) 
v=n-% 
0 
— Fy ( n — 1 •+• t 
- P i  -  P v)]et J (5.8) 
wnere Fv(ï) denotes the cumulative distribution function of 
trie total (ïv) or the v values Pr- As before 
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K(Iv, = 1 
— 6 
V(Tv) = v(l - _X_-^)sfi, (5.9) 
where s£j_i is given by (4.10). It may be noted that Pj^i 
given by (5.8) reduces to PljL, given by (4.11) in the special 
case n = 2. It will be shown below that each of the (n - 1) 
integrals summed over v in (5.8) contribute identically to 
P^i to 0(N~4) assuming that P^ = np^ is 0(K-1). 
Let us consider the m^*1 term (m = 0, 1, . .., n - 2) in 
(5.8), say , given by 
ix-n+m /"pl 
Pii' = ~ 1) J £Fv(m + 1 + t - Pi) 
v=m JQ 
~ Fy(m + 1 + t — P^ — P^ i )J dt (5.10) 
and let 1=1 and i1 =2 without loss of generality. Pro­
ceeding now exactly as in the case of n = 2, by expanding 
FV(T) in an Edgeworth series and applying Euler-Kaclaurin 
formula (4.zl) twice, and approximating by fdv, we find 
v J 
/
!.—n+m ^ 
m ^ 
t2f7-viZp(5,(V8'+ •Tîip(3,(^) 
- ~:s:^ ' Tï* P(4)('g)]àv > fm + "m * fi (8.11) 
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wnere 
'i • ^  - ÏHH> (5.12) 
P-l+Pc Ii — Pi — Pc 
m + 1 - —r"—- - v 
v = '& : N - * (5.13) 
vls12 
J>m> cj m and j3 ^  are the remainder terms defined exactly as 
in the case n = c, P^r^(x) denotes the r^*1 order derivative of 
the normal cumulative distribution P(x), and k^ is the 
standardized cumulant of the total Tv given by (4.1?). Note 
that v% depends on m. 
Let us now evaluate the terms in (5.11) one by one. The 
first term is 
^ - (:• " ir1'^ 
,K-n+m i 
Ik. 
v F(l)(v^)dv (5.14) 
wnere 
_1 _lvf 
PU)(v^) = {k7T) e * . (5.15) 
Low ma^e the transformation 
v - c = u (5.16) 
where 
<•( m + 1 ) — ±- -, — P. 
= ' (K " • fc(r. - ?1 - P^) " ' (5-1?) 
Then 
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c -  ^  (B -1)  (c  -
(5.18) 
For the case n = m = 0 so that 
c = and v-, = (K T (l 4u" . ) • (5.19) 
* 1 (N - c.) 
Now, in order to expand v^c binomially, it is necessrry to 
show that 
uCL - v-^-) ^ 
F = ^ — (5.20) il 
(i- — 2) (c — • ~ £' 
is les b: than one in absolute value for all u ranging from 
IL - c to l\ — n + £ - c. This is immedi?tely seen to be true 
for n = c since u ranges from -(K - c.)/k. to (K - c)/% and 
F = -4u*V(î» - cJ)c- Kow at u = a - c, (5-20) reduces to 
(n — P-^ — P^) m(i: — c, — in) 
£ '  =  - !  +  
« P-I +• PC P I + P; 
(1. - *.) (m + 1 - ———r—~)(n - m - 1 - • % 
(5.21) 
wnicn is less than 1 in absolute value. Ais_ for any value 
between n. - c and 0, say s. - c + e with e > 0, 
( n — p-i — P. ) (m + e) ( — c. — c — e) 
F = - 1 + L 6 
(L - t)t(m + i - (n - =. - i -
( 5.c2) 
8.5 
which is less then 1 in acsolute value. Similarly, et u = 
Iv — li +• iu — C, 
( n — ) ( n — m — c,) ( K — n + ID) 
F = - 1 + 
(!, - *)fclm * 1 - !±-LiS)(n - m - 1 - ^  
(5.2-3) 
which is less than 1 in acsolute value, ar.d for any value 
between 0 and K - n + m - c, say K-n+m-c-e, 
£ (n — P ^ — P ^ ) (n — IL — it +• e)(r. — n-t-m — e) 
F = - 1 
(N -  %)^(m + 1  -  (n -  m -  1  -
(5.24) 
which is less than 1 in acsolute value. Hence, F is less than 
1 in acsolute value for all values of u ranging from, m - c 
to A - N + L - c. 
Kow, as in the case n = c, expending the exponential in 
(5.1c) as well as in teres of u binomially, and changing 
tr.e variable of integration u to p where 
-i -i 
p = uii(K - c (c - .. c , ) C (5.&5) 
A — C. 
viae re 
_1 
h = U - ?! - P%)(% - 2) ^  Sll (5.26) 
we fir.d after considerable simplification 
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" -a2 
^ - feftf u -F^- PJ J e~* 
- oo 
[ 1 + h '(p' - P4) * | hx<| P* - I P4 + J P6' 
+ h"4(| P4 - | Ps * | P3) • 4rk(£§ P4 - f| P6 
+ ïi P8 - lè P10> ^ *hî<îi p4 - i p6 * i p8 
- p^ù + p^1*) + higher termsldp ( 5. b7) 
where 
h l .  , = . «  
^2 2 
(n _ - P^)(c - ^ -Ç-%) 
arid trie limits of integration in ( 5.6,7) ere respectively 
-I ak "i -I 
h(m - c)(l. - c) (c - r^-5-—) and h(K - n + m - c)(l. - k) 
c * 
• (c_- . c ) .. These integration limits ere respectively 
1 I< - I J. 
-u{l&) and 0(K^) so that there can ce replaced by - oo and +<» 
apart frou. errors which are 0( e~^Kp) . The main feature here 
is tne appearance of a noncentrality type parameter h^ which 
depenas on m ana. is zer. v.hen r. = _. However, it will be 
shown now that the coefficients corresponding to terms in­
volving h^ are zero so tn-t all the terms Am cuntricute 
identically to Using the standardized normal moments 
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= 16, fa = 105, /"iQ = 945, = 10395 
and. /" .cr+1 = 0, r = 1, -3, 4 (5.29) 
we rind from (6.%?), 
PT P., 
^ ~ (K - li In - P-^- pfc) (1 ™ h + 3h 4' (5.30) 
to 0(K~4), wnich shows that is independent of m since h 
does not depend on m. Similar analysis for the second term 
3 /-D.-n+m -j 
Bm = (K - i)"1 j "j* ?C'3'(v£)dv (5.51) 
t4Sl* i 
wnere 
shows that 
-1 _1VC 
PC3)(v,) = (c7T) * e * 6 (vf - 1) (5.32) 
c* ** 
PiP^Snf -b > 1 
"» - EHi M - X  -^T (e - rfr) 
OO 
• - i) + ^  h-(p^ - 6p'3 + 5p) / ^  [" 
— OO 
- ^  h ^(p" - cp4 + 3p ) + g h^(p - 15p^ + 45p" - 15p^) 
+ higher termsjdp (5.33) 
which is seen to be zero to G(E~4) using the normal moments 
(o.L.9) and hence 3m does not contribute to t 0( M" * ) . 
Similarly, .e find that the next term 
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OM = UN .,-1 fiPr, -U 1 ~ 24 S 12 
z- N-n+m ^ 
( < \ 
v * Pv V'(v2)dv (5.34) 
m 
is reduced to 
OO 
=m = HhHff *»(,, î1^  - Pj <^> $ 
-I 
2 
— OO 
[ (p^ ~ I) + hi (p - 4p3 + p) - r h C(pw - 4p4 + p*") 
g- h^p" - llp^ + clp4 - 3p^) +• higher termsjdp . 
(5.35) 
Using the normal moments, the evaluation of tie terms re­
tained in ( 5.35) yields 
^ (I. - l! lc(n - Px - P^) (5.36) 
is 0(K-5) since h"fc is 0(K-1) snd hence Cffi does not wnich 
contribute to P-^ tu 0(K 4) - The next tern, is 
Cci ~ ~ - D 
-1 r lp2 
r i.-n+m 
iSlt 
1 
—r t 
k3vl p (^)dv 
*,vnere 
-P 
(4) 4 (v^) = (cTT) c e ^ (Vp - 3v. ) 6 C* 
5.37) 
(5.35) 
and 
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= [V1 C1 ™ ;; I J - "" C1 " I ]K3 • 
(5.39) 
Now, making the transformations u ana p, expanding 
_1 
(v^ - 5v_) and the exponential in (5.38) in terms of 
p, and multiplying out tae resulting series, we find after 
considerable simplification 
= - étroit 6(n S.J ^  * 
r ^ - r^> r. 3 
X 
- OO /F C (C - T-S-) 
— <c 
P - 3p) 
6 C 
2 h]_(p~ - 6p~ + 3pc) - i h c(p? - 6p" +• 3p3) 
33p~ - 9p4) + — h^( p^^ - ^ 4p"*"° + lbOp" - c40p^ 
4 i] - h-i(.< -+ 4op ) n (.,  c) (c -
X 
6 _ c" a 
— <c 
^ h-j^(p7 - 5p5 + 3p'3) - ^ h *"(p" - Sp° + 3p~) 
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+ | h£(p10 - 13pS + 33pô - 9p-)] + h~fc(r. - %)(c - p-gZg) 
• [ i j  -  -  $ ] [ ( e 5  "  $ P 3 )  
(K - i) (1 -
3 % 
+ | 1^1(p8 - 6p6 + 3p4)j - h"3(ï-: - 2)c (c - .• ° 
~3TTS7] "s 'Vl 
+ nicher termsjdp . (5.40) 
Using now the standardized normal moments ( £. l9 ), the evalua­
tion of the ternis retained in ( 5.40) yields 
^ 3 
n - _ (I. — k,) "1^ki^-3 •- —31 • \ 
^ " TE— IrH} et, ! Pj h"3(; - <-> 
^C1 - -TT-) [ -
c 
^ ^'1- ^ 5—)L 
^ - % U - *.)(c - ^ —) l\ — C, 
SO'" (1 - _-Ç—) <c I iv — <. 
I J 
- — k. 
J "  
' (5.41) 
(I. -<-)"(-- r—^—) 
purther simplifie?tion of (5.41) results in 
P-P. K^r 
D
- - - 4r^l} (n h-'c. - (6.4k) 
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which, is 0(K 4) arid does not depend on m. 
The argument to show that the remainder terms JD œ, cj m 
and p do not contribute to to 0(K-4) is similar to that 
given in the case n = 2, for the remainder terms f , o and 
1 
. Therefore, adding the expressions Am and Dffi (since Bm 
and Cm are zero to 0(K~4)} given by (5.30) end (5.42) respec­
tively, we find to 0(N-4) , 
pi*° = (k - ii [E - - p.) + 3h"4' t%.3h-"(L -*> 
(5.43) 
Since (5.45) does not depend on r l f  it follows thet, to 0(K-4) , 
pi* - ï 
m=0 
• u - 11 U -X"- P J 
-1, 
• [l - h"L + 3h 4 - 2K3h 3 ( 1: - 2) J . ( 5.44) 
For tne special case n = 2, (5.44) reduces to (4.47) derived 
in Chapter IV. Since the lest two terms in (5.44) ere 
G(K 4), we ostein to 0(K 3) , tr.e simplified expression 
Pl* - <n " 11 {fH} (n - pf - ?,) <1 - h-k) • (5.45) 
As in the case of n = c, we can apply the two checks 
to test the order of (5.44). In the first check, when ell 
the pro Debilities Pi are equal to n/l:, (5.44) for P^ 
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reduces to n(n - l)/N(N - 1) which is the correct probability 
for two units to be in a sample of size n drawn with equal 
probabilities and without replacement. The second check is 
to test that 
N 
2T Pu» = (n - 1)P1 (5.46) 
i'fi 
is satisfied to 0(K~3) when (5.44) is substituted in (5.46) 
where the surfixes 1 and 2 are replaced by 1 and 11 respec­
tively. Mow, proceeding exactly as in the case n = 2, (5.44) 
to 0(N-4) can be simplified as 
pii- =• U n 1? ripi' + (r' (îfpV • VÎ') 
- ~31? Vl- Z A+ (n 's1' * a>iFi' 
+ - 3(r' V' + Fipi') EP| 
n 
+ pip ( - Sin_|_il PlPl, £pf 
n n 
(5.47) 
where P-^ arid P^ are replaced by P^ and P^, respectively. 
Summing (5.47) now over 1' from 1 to N except 11 = i, and 
noting that 22 Pt: - n> ve ob teln to 0(l*-3), 
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N 
5T *11. a (ri : 1? Pila - Pi) + (n pf(n - Pi) 
i'fi " n 
+ <n "81) p±( Z Pt - pf) * 2(n -21} P* 
- 
ij^ ri Fi - 4jL^ ri Vr- - pi' Z pf 
= (n - l)Pi (5.48) 
thereby providing the desired check. 
B. Variance Formulas to Orders O(N^) and 0(K®) 
Substituting for Pllt from (5.4?) in 
YtY) = X! + Z ppff- y^v - ÏE v5.49) 
J i^i ' 
and retaining terms to C(N°), we find 
VÛ) - 2|i - £ - T 1) ( EPjyjiY 
- 
(n 
~31} (2 pl)ïk - a(n - *> E P.yf 
n n' 
+ (zp£)( z yê5 _ s("n- D(z:pg)(z: p.yjiY 
- 
4(r' : X)(Z: p?y,)ï + 3(n - 1>( z: pg)%a 
n ^ «3 n° ^ 
- 
£(f'n4 1?  z  Ft)  + £(nr3 11 ( Z  Pjyj) 
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• Z [x - iiHrki p J(ÏJ - 7/ 
- ^  e («s - S zp:)^  - î)fc 
* ^ nn; 1? ( Z Pjyj - I Z Ft>g (5.61) 
to 0(K°). On the other hand, if terms only to O(N^) are 
retained, from (5.50) we find to O(N^), the simplified ex­
pression 
V(Y) = Epj - H~ " (n n 1) Z Yj + ( Z:Pjyj)Y 
- ^  - 1) ( E pf n* (5.52) 
n 
" Z Pj [} - Pj]^ - \f - (5.M) 
Equation ( 5« 53) shows the characteristic reduction in the 
variance when compared with the variance in sampling with re­
placement, through the "finite population corrections" 
(I - (n ~ 1) p.). Hence, the present sampling procedure 
Xi u A 
without replacement yields a smaller variance for Y asymp­
totically compared with unequal probability sampling with 
replacement, for the general sample size n. For the special 
case of equal probabilities Pj = n/i:, (5.51) to 0(N°) reduces 
to the familiar variance formula for sample total in equal 
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proca'cility sampling without replacement. 
C. Estimation of the Variance 
The method is, as before, to substitute for in the 
Yates and G-rundy estimate of the variance 
vïa(î). J; 'A-y - t5-54' 
From (5.4?) to 0(N~3), we have 
Pil' = n X> * E(pi + ?!') " h Zpt] • (5.55) 
n 
Therefore, substituting (5.55) in (5.54), we find 
n 1 - P,,) + & p% 
vÏG(ï) - (n -1)-1 z : L 
l'>i 1 + i(PA + P1,) - ig 2pt 
n* 
2 
* Cp^" pM * (5.56) 
Expanding the denominator binomially and retaining terms to 
0(K1), v.e find 
n K 
VYRIY) = (N " 1] 1 23 D - PI - PI« + ^ PT)(F7 PTT^ 
i'>i 1 1 
(5.57) 
to OU1) . For the special esse of equal probabilities 
Pj_ = n/K, (5.57) agrees with the familiar formula for the 
estimate of the variance in equal probability sampling without 
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replacement, noting that 
n n 
y CyA - y1() = n 21 ^i - y)2 • (5.58) 
i'>l 
On the other hand, by substituting for P^, from ( 5.47) in 
(5.54) and expanding the denominator binomially and retaining 
terms to 0(K°), we obtain 
n N 
vyg(Y) = (n - l)"1 Z [l- (Fi + Pit) Z Pt 
il>i 
- M * 4' > - ( Z 
(5.59) 
to 0(K°), which agrees with the estimate of the variance in 
equal probability sampling without replacement, when all 
P^ = n/K. 
D. Comparison with the Method of Revised Probabilities 
of Yates and G-rundy 
It is shown here for" the case of general sample size n, 
that the P^, values attained through the Yates and G-rundy 
procedure of revised probabilities to ensure Pj = npj, and 
through our procedure ere exactly the same to 0(N-3), so that 
f a T. 
V(Y) is the seme for both procedures to 0(E ). We shell not 
evaluate here the P^^, values to 0() for the Yates and 
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Grundy procedure as was done in the case ri = k, since the 
evaluation seems to involve heavy algebra. 
Now, from (5.47), the probability of selecting the units 
1 and i1 in a sample of size n for our procedure, to 0(N~^) is 
PljL, = nCn - Dp^, + n(n - l)(pjp1, + P^, ) 
N 
- n(n - ljpjp^, 2 Pt (5.60) 
since = np^. For the Yates and Grundy procedure, the 
probability for selecting the units i and i1 is given by 
* * * * n r £-1 (k-£)sums 
(a) 
1 - Pi 1 - Pi, k=3 W=1L j^s*... J 
= c 
position 
•a- * 
Ps Pi 
(1 - Pj) (1 - pj - ps - ...) 
# 
Pi' 
/ - * * X 
l-L - Pj - Pg " " * - J 
] 
i~—1 ( A—c, ) sums £ ^ position 
- Z[ZI-2P] • J—& r 
f=lL jfsf .. - Pj) (1- Pj - Pg ) 
f l f V  
P| 
(1 — pj — ps ••• — p^t •-•) 
]J (5.61) 
ana 
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N * n (k-1)sums 
r> 
77^=7 > Z ZZ- .-ZPÎ 
jfi v1 " Pj) k=3^ jfsf...fi 
P° Pî ' (5.62) 
( 1 ~ Pj ) ( 1 — P j - Pg — * * - ) 
where p* are the revised probabilities which ensure that 
Pj_ = np^. Kow, expanding the denominators In ( 5.62) blnomial­
ly, we find after some algebra, to CKN-^) , 
P I  =  P * / +  (  Z P * 6  ~  P * )  +  2  f1 ~ ~ DP* 
3 
*  u  - D E p f J j  
= np* |jL - <r- ~ 1) p* + - 1) £?*'] = "PI • (6.6-3) 
Therefore 
P* - PI [I - PÏ * I^EPF]"1 
• P i f i t  u  ;  1 1  p *  -  l n  ;  Z p f  ]  t o  o c i : - £ )  
= Pj. [l + ~ X> Pi - tf- ~ 1> £ Pt ] to 0(K"k) (5.64) 
since 
p* = Pi £i + terms of 0(N~^)J . ( 5.65) 
Further, expanding tne denominators in (5.51) blnomially, we 
octain after considerable simplification, to 0(K-^), 
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n 
Pii' = PÏPÏ'(1 + P*) + P*P*i(l + P*') + P*P*i 21 r%(k - 1) 
k=3 L 
- (p* + p*. - 2)(k - 1) - k ^ k 2 ~  1 )  J  
- 2? P*2^k ~ l)(s - 2)(k - 3) - k(k - l)(k - 2)jJ 
(5.66) 
= n(n - l)p*p*i + (P^P *i + PÎPÏ?) + 1) 
" ^  ~ ~ 1)n]-H (n - i) ( n  - l)n • p*p*. g Pf • 
(5.67) 
Substituting for p* from (5.64) in (5.67), v;e finally obtain 
to o(ir3), 
= n(n - 1)P1P1, + (pfpv 4. PlPf,)[ <p - l)g(% * 1) 
- "lr- ~ " 1)n + (n 'a1'^] + (PiPv Z p|) 
* ^ ( n — c)(n — l) n — (n — 1) n J 
< c~ 
= n(n - Upip^,  + n(n - l) (p i p i ,  +  p^pj ,  )  
- n(n - Dp^, 22 Pt (5.68) 
which is exactly the same as the P^^i to 0(K ) for our pro­
cedure, namely, equation (5.60)'. 
2. A Comparison with Ratio kethod of Estimation 
It is of importance to make efficiency comparisons with 
alternative methods of utilizing supplementary Information 
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such es ratio and regression methods of estimation snd 
stratification. The difficulties involved in such compari­
sons and the limitations of the available results in the 
literature have already been mentioned In Chapter II. As 
mentioned earlier, Cochran (1953) has compared the variance 
of the estimate in unequal probability sampling with replace­
ment and the variance of the ratio estimate without the usual 
finite population correction factor. Since we have obtained 
A 
a compact expression for the variance of the estimate Y in 
unequal probability sampling without replacement, namely 
(5.53), it will be of interest to compare this with the vari­
ance of the ratio estimate not ignoring the finite population 
correction factor. Now from (5.53), 
= 5j<yj - %Pj)^ - u ~ 53 l-vj - YPj>È (5-69) 
to O(N^), since Pj = npy. On the other hand, the variance of 
A 
the ratio estimate Y^ for large samples (ignoring its bias) 
is given by 
V<*R> - n(/- 1) ' (1 * * »J>£ <••»> 
X, 
where p, = —± . 
J A «-l\ 
= (^l + jjr)(l - ZI (yj - YPj)^ to O(K^) 
to Odx1) . (5.71) 
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The first term of (5.69) represents the variance in unequal 
probability sampling with replacement. It is Interesting to 
note from (5.69) and (5.71) that the finite population cor­
rection factors for Y and YR are exactly the same. Therefore, 
the comparison reduces to the comparison of the variance in 
unequal probability sampling with replacement and the variance 
of the ratio estimate without the correction factor, so that 
Cochran's results apply here. Assuming the model 
y j = Yp + (5.72) 
where 
E( 6j| Pj) = 0 ; S(e^|pj) = ap| , a > 0, g > 0 . (5.73) 
Cochran has shown that the estimate in unequal probability 
sampling with replacement is more precise than the ratio esti­
mate if g 1 and less precise if g <1- Also, it is stated 
that in practice g usually lies between 1 and £, so that the 
estimate Y is generally more precise than the ratio estimate 
A 
Y^. vve do not propose to investigate h eve further possibil­
ities of efficiency comparisons with other methods of utiliz­
ing supplementary information, e.g. stratification. 
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VI. MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS IN UNEQUAL PROBABILITY SAMPLING 
In Chapters III to V, we have developed the theory for a 
particular sampling procedure of unequal probability sampling 
without replacement, the advantages of which have already been 
described. We shall now discuss some interesting topics in 
unequal probability sampling in general. 
A. A New Sampling System for which the Yates and Grundy 
Estimate of the Variance is Always Positive 
As mentioned earlier in Chapter II, the Horvitz and 
Thompson estimate of the variance of Y can take negative 
values. The Yates and Grundy estimate of the variance of Y 
is given by 
and it is believed to be "less often negative". Also as men­
tioned earlier, the estimator (6.1) is always positive in the 
following two important situations: 
( 1) The first unit is selected with p.p.s., i-js. with 
probabilities p^ and the remaining (n - 1) units in 
the sample ere selected with equal probabilities and 
without replacement. 
(c.) The first unit is selected with p.p.s. and the second 
ur.it is selected with p.p.s. of the remaining units, 
the sample size being two• 
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This means that the Yates and Grundy estimate of the variance 
is always positive whenever two units are drawn by the above 
plan (ic) which is the one originally proposed by Horvitz and 
Thompson and also employed by Yates and Grundy. 
It may be noted that for these two systems P^ Is not pro­
portional to pj_ unless the revised probabilities p£ are Intro­
duced. We shall not be concerned here with the problem of 
making P^ proportional to p^. It will be of Interest to 
identify more sampling systems which yield simple expressions 
for P^ and P^, as in the case of systems 1 and 2, and for 
which the Yates arid Grundy estimate of the variance is always 
positive. We Identify here a new sampling system with n > £ 
which yields simple expressions for P^ end P^^i and for which 
the Yates and Grundy estimate of the variance is always posi­
tive. The sampling system is as follows : 
(3) The first unit is selected with p.p.s., second unit 
with p.p.s. of the remaining units as in (c.) and the 
remaining (n - c.) units in the sample are selected 
with equal probabilities and without replacement. 
Then, from the above description it follows that 
Noting that /C Pt = (6.c) car. 
ti jmi 
1, ô.c, be simplified as 
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*i - ff-rif »i[r^pT7 • *it•] • Hi (6"3) Pi 
where 
" fe .v ,  -
Also 
K 
pii- ° pipi'Cr^p- * l -V,) + Œ  Pj ) 
. / pi + Eli_) " - g 
1 ~ Pi 1 - i i- - % 
N 
r^Vjr^ T  
jf(i,i') J 
+ Z 2 (6-5) 
jfj' J 
#(i,i') 
= piPil G - Pi + 1 -\i,) K - 2 + [k - 2}hi -Si (pi+ Pi' ^ 
+ ^ - 3Î(pi + Pi' )Ail' + ( N - JÎ(K - I) * 
(5.6) 
For the special case of equal probabilities p^ = (6.3) 
reduces to n/N and (6.5) to n(n - 1)/K(K - 1) thus providing 
A 
a chec^. Kow ^YG- is positive when P^P^, - P^i, > 0 
for every pair (i,i* ) . So it is sufficient if v.e prove for 
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system 3 that 
Vl' " pii' > 0 tl f i' = 1, 2, K) - (6.7) 
After some simplification, we find from (6.3) and (6.6) that 
Vi' - Pu' - - PI - Pi') 
+ (li " n)Aii' ^ ^PiiCl1- Pi^ 
+ (K - n)p^pii A^i t J . ( 6.8) 
Consider now the term 
& = (1 ~ Pj^ - Pi') - -^ii i (p^ + Pi i ) • (6.9) 
Since 
1 - Pj > Pi + Pii for j f (1,1') (6.10) 
we have 
11'(Pi + Pi') - i (Pi + Pi«)< 2^ P A, . - , ^—' 1 — p « J. -X <—' 
Jf(i,i' ) J jf(i,i') 
j 
= 1 - Pi - Pii (6-11) 
so that 
IT ^ ( 1 ~ PI ~ PII ) — ( 1 — PI — PII ) = 0 . (6.IE) 
Therefore 
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P. P , ,  - P1V > (K - n) [(K - =)?1?v^1, * (r - n)Alv 
{h - 'C) 
PiPl i C <•» - Pi - Pi i ) P±Pl ' ( 1 ~ Pi ~ Pi i ) ( Î- - n) -j 
( 1 - p^ ) ( 1 - Pii) ( 1 - Pi ) ( 1 - Pi i ) -I 
(6.13) 
To prove that (6.13) Is greater than zero, one can use the 
proof of Sen (195-5) and Des Raj (19c6a) for system (&)> which 
consists of finding the minimum of A^i end substituting it 
in (6.13). However, we give below an elementary and simpler 
proof to show that (6.13) is greater then zero. This proof, 
of course, can be used as an alternative and simpler proof to 
show that the Yates and G-rundy estimate of the variance is 
always positive for system (c). Since 
K ^ K 
Aii' 3 ZT > Z -1 - pi - pv (s-14> 
jf(i.i') •> jf(i.i') " 
by substituting for from (6.14) in (6.13), it follows 
that 
PiPi' " Pil' > (I' [(-•" - n)PiPi,A*i, 
( n — ic.) 
(- - n;p.p. I > ~] 
" i l  -  P i ) ( l  -  P 1 , i  ( i  -  P i  -  P i ' )  J  ( s - 1 5 )  
which is greater then zero. Hence, the Yates and 3-rundy 
estimate of the variance is alv.ays positive for sampling 
system (-3). 
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B. Two Problems in Unequal Probability Sampling 
1. Estimation of the efficiency of 
unequal probability sampling over 
equal probability sampling 
It is or interest to estimate the ^ein in efficiency in 
using unequal" procability sampling over equal probability 
sampling. The variance of the estimate of the total in equal 
probability sampling without replacement is 
TUÇ). (6.16) 
So, the problem is to estimate (6.16) from a sample drawn 
with unequal probabilities, specifically P^ is the probability 
for including the i^1 unit in a sample of size n. Kow 
» £ g • £ a • <-i7) 
Also since 
V(Y) = E(Yfc) - Y* (5.18) 
where E denotes the expectation, it follows that 
Est. Y* = Y* - Est. V(Y) . ( c . 19 ) 
For tr.e estimate of V( Y), we use the Yates and G-rundy estimate 
of the variance, Vy^(Y). Therefore, an unbiased estimate of 
V(liy) I'rJiM the sample drawn with unequal probabilities is 
(6.80) 
A 
Co^psriiig unis with Vy^C Y) , an estl&r te of the percentage gain 
in efficiency in using unequal probability sampling over equal 
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probability sampling is 
v1(Ny) - vvr(Y) 
A ^ x 100 . (6.2,1) 
VYG ' 
It may be noted that for the special case of equal prob­
abilities = n/K, (6-cO) reduces to the familiar formula for 
tne estimate or the variance in equal probability sampling 
without replacement. The above formulas are not, of course, 
intended to indicate for which populations V(Y) ^  V(Ny) and 
for which populations the inequality Is inverted. They are 
merely intended to provide estimates for the variances com­
puted from data with unequal probability sampling. An example 
illustrating this is given below. 
Example. Let us take the example of Horvitz and Thompson 
(195^), namely, the cO blocks of Ames, Iov.a, given in Table 
1, Chapter III. Using our particular sampling procedure for 
n = kj, the units 5 and 14 are selected with probabilities 
proportional to size and without replacement, assuming that 
tne ordering of the units given in Table 1 is random. The 
following values ere obtained: 
Y . ^ = 4SI.34. 
r5 P14 
Using the formulas (4.7-3) and (4.75), 
VYg(Y) = 15505 to OdN1) 
Vy&(Y) = 15777 to 0(K°) . 
These two values show that the approximation to O(K^) is quite 
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satisfactory. Also fro m ( 6. icO ), 
v'(Ny) = 69663 . 
Therefore, an estimate of percentage gain in efficiency is 
equal to 
100 (15805 ~ ^  ~ 341 • 
Obviously in this example the variance estimates based on 
sample size of two units are very unreliable. In practice, 
such estimates each computed from one of a large number of 
strata would be pooled. 
Alternative estimators in 
unequal probability sampling 
In uost of the large scale sample surveys, we are usually 
interested in estimating the population totals or means of 
several characteristics. If the sample is selected with p.p.s. 
of tne supplementary variable x, it may often happen that x is 
not highly correlated with all the characteristics of inter- ___ 
est. For some of the characteristics y, the correlation be­
tween y and x may be quite small so thet using the usual 
estimators in unequal procability sampling may give large 
variance for the estimates of these characteristics. In such 
circumstances, one would like to use alternative estimators 
t.-iat have smaller variance. In equal probe cility sampling 
when the supplementary variable x is utilized through ratio 
or regression estimates, there is no difficulty In the above 
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circumstances, since we can ignore the information on x and 
use the familiar estimate Ny to estimete the population total. 
One naturally thinks of using Ny as an estimate of the total 
in p.p.s. sampling also for just those characteristics y for 
which the correlation between y and x is quite small. Now, 
under the p.p.s. system 
N N 
E(Kj-) =12] ïipi = ï -( i Z ïipi - Y ) • (S.22) 
Also from the ordinary definition of population coverience, 
coT.(y1,P1) = | [Z yi?i - ?i ] 
= 5 - -) (5.23) 
N 
since = n. Since v;e are usually Interested in the 
sampling procedures for which P^ = np^ where p^ = x^/X, 
Cov.(y1,P1) = ^ Cov.(yi,x1) . (6.£4) 
Therefore, from and (d.%4), 
_ , 2 
E(Ny) = Y + Cov.(yi,xi) . (5.25) 
Since we expect to have a very small correlation between y 
and x for just those characteristics y for whicn we may wish 
to use tne estimate Ny, the cias in (5-^5) is smell end can 
ce neglected. In fact, if there is no correlation, Ny is en 
unciased estimate of Y. To compare the variance of Ny and the 
A 
usual estimator Y, under the p.p.s. system, let us consider 
Ill 
our particular sampling procedure- We have, to O(N^), 
n N / - t \ -, y * 
• £6) V(ï) . V C z [I - (p Ô l) - 5)'- (6.: 
Kow 
n * n 
Y(Ny) = ^  V(ZT y\) = ^  V( 2 ) • (6.27) 
n~ - n~ pi 
n 
Therefore, V( y^) to 0(lA is obtained by replacing y^ by 
yiPi in (6.k6). Hence, to 0(K~3), 
v(Ky) = ^  Z Pi t1 - l5irJ1 pilcyi - • 
(5.28) 
Since the correlation between y and x is expected to be quite 
smell, 
I Z^i - Y • (5.29) 
Therefore, to 0(N-3), 
K 
V(Ky) i X Pi t1 - (n ~ 1? 7i - f) • (6.30) 
Now, if tne correlation between y end x is small, we expect 
Tv 
that the variation between the variâtes ^ y., is smaller than 
y y y j 
that between the variétés =~ = — . —± . i:ow noting that the 
t1 n Xi 
equations (5.30) and (-J.&6) are weighted sums of squares of 
deviations of the variétés p y^ and y^/F^ from Y/n respec­
tively with the same weights, it follows that under the above 
circumstances we expect V(Ky) to be smaller thfi. 7(Y). 
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In unequal probability sampling with replacement, the 
n 
variance of the usual estimator Y = 23 ^ i/^Pi Is greater 
than or equal to the variance of the estimator Ny, if it is 
assumed that y^ and (or x^) are approximately independent 
as shown below. This assumption may not be too unrealistic 
when the correlation between y^ and x^ is very small and 
sampling is done with replacement. Now 
V(Y') = n-1 Z ^  ^  (6.31) 
and 
V(Ny) - ^  £ y?Pi - F ( E V i ) "  • (6.38) 
Since y^ and p1 are assumed to be approximately independent, 
Z PiPi = ^Pi = I 
^ " Z y',^ P1 • 
Therefore, V(Ny) Is smaller then or equal to V(Y ) if 
n( Z yî)( ZPi) - i~- ^)- r~ (6-34) 
or 
H"1 Z ^  >  I! Z  P L  '  K .  (6.35) 
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Now, the harmonic mean of the p^'s is smaller than or equal 
to the arithmetic mean of the p^'s, i. e. 
z i  fi 
or K~1 Z — > K (6.36) 
P1 
which is the same as (6.35). Hence, the variance of Ny is 
a i 
smaller than or equal to the variance of Y -
C. Efficiency of Stratification 
Stratification is an important device to increase the 
precision of the estimators. A useful stratified unequal 
probability sampling design is described in the next section. 
Here ve consider efficiency of stratifiestion for unequal 
probability sampling without replacement. Cochran (195-5) has 
considered the efficiency of stratification in equal probabil­
ity sampling without replacement and has estimated the gain in 
efficiency due to stratification. Sukhatme (1954) has con­
sidered the case of unequal probability sampling with replace­
ment. The proclem involved is to compare the estimate of the 
variance of the given stratified sample with the estimate of 
the variance of an unstratified random sample of same size 
expressed in terms of the units in the stratified sample. 
Efficiency of stratification for unequal probability sampling 
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without replacement has not been considered in the litera­
ture, the i-eciôun probably is due to the difficulties Involved 
in evaluating the probabilities P^ and Pj_j_i involved in the 
variance formula, when n> 2. The only procedure available 
whicn gives simple expressions for P^ and P^i when n > 2 
seems to be that of kidzuno, which has some restrictive 
features due to the fact that only one unit is selected with 
unequal probabilities and the remaining (n - 1) units are 
selected with equal probabilities. 
Since we have developed an asymptotic theory for a 
particular unequal probability sampling procedure which pro­
vides compact expressions for the variance when n > 2, it 
may be useful to spell out here the formulas for evaluating 
efficiency of stratification in unequal probability sampling 
without replacement. 
Let there be L strata with units in the htn stratum 
(h = 1, . .. , L) . A sample of size n^ is drawn from the h^n 
stratum with unequal probabilities and without replacement 
so that 
= Z (6.3?: 
h t pht h a 
is an unbiased estimate of the population total Y where ?ht 
is the probability for selecting the Xth unit of the hth 
stratum. Since the samples are drawn Independently from each 
strsturn, 
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% 
vûs) = Z v(îhi = 2. |Z yht 
h " h " t Pht 
• |. ] 
where P^tt1 is tile probability for selecting both units t 
and t1 of the stratum. Equation (6.38) is a general 
formula for any sampling procedure. Kow, for our particular 
sampling, procedure, assuming that is large we have to 
O(N^), 
V(ÎH> - Z PHT [L - (N"N  ^ LJ (S.39) 
where P^. = n^p^^ and Y^ is the population total for the hth 
stratum. If the size measures x^ are good for the population 
as a whole, we can of ter. expect that the same size measures 
to be good for each of the strata so that usually we take 
p, _ = x, JX„ where X. is the huh stratum total for the x. . 
XI 0 XI W AL IL 1 
Using (5.39) it follows that 
L Kh 
•(Ïb) - Z Z - ïj 
h t n'a v ?ht 
(%h - i) , & 
^ * nh ^ ^yht ~ Yhpht^ (6-40; 
h n t 
for our sampling procedure. Also, the Yates and Grundy 
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estimate of the variance of Ys for any sampling procedure is 
vÏG(v - z vïs(îh) - z z PhtPht' •Phtv 
h h t>t' "^htt* 
. (6.41) 
'ht ^ht' 
For our sampling procedure, using the estimate of the variance 
of to O(K^), we have 
L nh 
= Z - I)"1 Z YG s ~ Z-v x"h 
h t>t1 
% .. y y 
_J%1- Jbt-I 
(1 - Pht - PhV + ^  Z - &
:ht Pht1 
(6.42) 
.Li 
Also, for an unstratified sample of size n = 23 nh, the 
variance formula for the estimate Y is 
N K 
v(5) 
- Z If - Z - * 
J ifi' 1 1 
= 22 (pi^l« - pii' p^p) (6.43) 
i>i" 1 1 
where ?i and F^i are respectively the probability for select­
ing the 1 unit and the probability for selecting both the 
units i and i' in an unstratified sample of size n. For our 
sampling procedure, to O(K^) we have 
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V(2) * Z 0 ' *l]<ï£ - !>' (6.44) 
where = np^ with p^ = x^/X. 
Let the I***1 unit in the population correspond to the t^*1 
unit in the hth stratum so that p. = p. p. where p. = l n u n • n • 
Kh Xh 
22 Pi = yr^- Then (6.44) can be written as 
L • îïh 
- 
U à 11 Z Z (yht - PhtPh.Y)' • <6-45' 
h t 
Therefore fron. (6.45) and (6.40) 
L K 
v($) 
- 
ï(v - E- r - WPht 
h 
h t "^h. "h ^ht 
•*• n Z Ph. ( pT" - -) 
h * 
' (n n 11 Z Z (Yht " PhïPh. R)" 
h t 
TV. 
n L *r-
Z( nv, — 1 ) r c. — Z (yht - Pht?) • <s-46) 
il ^ t 
In the r.h.s of (-.46), the first two terms ere of larger 
order than the lest two ter&a. So, if the allocstion of the 
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A 
is such that = np^ , we expect V(Yg) to be smaller than 
V(Y) . 
Let us now consider the estimation of the efficiency of 
stratification. Let and denote P^ and P^i respec­
tively where i and il correspond to t and t1 t5rl units in the 
stratum. Similarly let P* , , denote P.. , where i and 
XIi* u u H 
il correspond tu units t and t1 in the h^^ and h11:5:1 strata 
respectively. Then, (6.43) can be written as 
v(î) 
-Z Z 'phtFht' - Fhtt'Xp^ - i^-)£ 
h t>t1 ht ht1 
^ ^h ^h1 . £ 
+ Z ZZ (r«tph-t' - • 
n>h1 t t1 " ht h111 
(6.4?) 
Therefore, an unbiased estimate of (5.47) from the given 
stratified sample is 
L nh , , , 
V(Y) - ^  ^ht^ht' Phtt'^ ^ ht _ ^ht1 ^ 
htt ' ^'nt t:1 
; 
h t >t' n f -^h
(6.48) 
L nh nh, , , , 
* y T T ;?htph'f ~ fhh-tf » -vh't' f 
w. t fr ?hA.t. (p;;t 
In the special case of equal probabilities, we have = n/l., 
Pil, = n(n - 1)/K(i; - 1), Pht = nh/^ and Phtt, = nh(nh - l)/ 
"h^"h ~ ^  it can be shown after some manipulation that 
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(S.48) reduces to the expression given by Cochran (1953) which 
is 
v(î) • lu'-H) [ K £ V h  -  s  E  ^  
- Z Vh • 8Z 1 (6.48) 
__ ^ 
where and s^ are respectively the sample mean and the 
sample mean square for the h^*1 stratum. Also it may be noted 
tnat the situations in which v(Y) is positive are similar to 
those in which the Yates and Grundy estimate of the variance 
is positive. 
For our particular sampling procedure, the general 
formula (6.48) reduces to 
L nh 
Z 23 , 
h t>t- nVnb - 1> 
ï(î) " Ç 5, ™j b - 1) I1 * (Pht * ?hf> 
{(£. - l)ph. • l} + (r. "Il Ç Ph. Z Pht * ZTpj 
yht _ yht' 
n 
2 
x ( —iLh - —E1LL) 
^Pht Pht' 
£J 
ht 
L nh nh, 
*  F  F  '  T 1  " < N  '  I ) ( P - « P -
* ph-t'ph'.! * u " 1) 2 Ph. T. Ph-J 
yht _ y - » *-» -k 
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—3 — % 
after substituting for P^i to 0(K ) and P^t, to 0(K^ ). 
Finally, the estimated percentage gain in efficiency due to 
stratification is given by 
x 100 . (6-51) 
vYG^yS^ 
D. A Stratified Unequal Probability Sampling Design 
As mentioned earlier in Chapter II, the sentiments 
expressed by Weibull (i960) regarding the desirability of 
sampling the units with higher weights than the units with 
lower weights, can be incorporated in the following stratified 
design : First, rank, the units according to their weights (say 
weight of a unit is proportional to its size measure). Then 
form several strata by grouping the units in that order, such 
that each stratum has approximately the same totel size. 
Draw two units from each stratum with unequal probabilities, 
usually with p.p.s. (assuming of ccurse that there are at 
least two units in each stratum). It is not necessary that 
unequal procaci11 ty se^plir.c has to be used in each stratum. 
In faet, in some of the strata we may prefer to use equal 
probability sampling since the size measures of the units may 
not vary much in these strata - 3y stratifying in this manner, 
the number of units in a stratum with higher size measures is 
smaller than the number of units in a stratum with lower size 
measures since the strata are all approximately of equal total 
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size. Therefore, the intensity of sampling in the stretm 
with higher size measures is greater than the intensity of 
sampling in the strata with lower size measures since the 
sample size is the same (namely two) in all the strata. For 
example, if two units have very large size measures, these 
two units may constitute a stratum so that these two units 
will oe included in the sample with certainty, i.e. the 
sampling intensity in this stratum is hundred percent. The 
above stratified design provides a valid estimate of the 
variance of the estimate of the population total or mean 
unlike the design where only units with higher v: eight s pre 
sampled. 
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IX. APPENDIX 
kadow (1948) has shown that the distribution of a stand­
ardized total of v units from a population of size M, tends to 
a normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation 1, 
provided that an e > 0 exists such that ï- < 1 - e if v end N 
are sufficiently large. That is, all kp (r > 3) of the 
standardized total are zero in the limit. Moreover It follows 
- I  
from kadow* s results that kr (r > 3) is at least 0(N 'c) with 
v = qK. This result immediately shows that none of the kr* s 
% 
(r > 3) contribute to P-^. to 0(N ). However, kadow1 s result 
is not sufficient to. show that (4.47) for P^g is correct to 
0(K-4) since v;e need to show that kr (r > 4) is at least 
0( K~c ) with c > 1/c.. We now give a heuristic argument to 
-§4-1 
snow that kr is in fact 0(K ^ ) with v = qn. It may be 
noted that for infinite populations it is v;ell known that kp 
-Z+1% 
is 0(v ~ ). Using the results of wlshart (19c2) and Abcel-
-Z+I 
Aty (1264), it is verified below that kr (r < 8) is 0(N 2 ) 
v.ith v = ql.. The di. riculty involved in giving a general 
proof is that no general relations for the standardized 
DOlycavs K.in terms of the standardized cumulants K, 
«L J 0 . . . X 
are available except that Abe. el-At y provides a table giving 
Lie relations up to r = 1%. In general we have 
K. ^ = ik n r ... + terms of 0(K~^) and smaller. 
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Kow fro IL Wishart, the fourth moment ^ ^ of the standardized 
total Is 
/"4 = a ^ £a -^(a-N^")J + J (9.1) 
where « = 1/v - 1/N. Using the relations 
K22 = |-?-r K2 ~ NU"-1!) K4 (Sl2) 
ana 
H' fi - 3f~ 
it is seen that 
(9.3) 
nT—1 
kit » £ J a 
< * • * >  
which is 0(K_1) with v = cK. Similarly, 
3 
k6 - kd[ a'c - -*3 (a3 1- K"3) ] 
Ka 
+ [rfr k3 - rfftr} Ks][A E_1> - ««*] 
lia** a^ 
- (9.5) 
V 
which is 0(K ^) with v = qK. Also 
/"6 = a"3 [av(a5 + K_5)K6 + levais3 + N-3}^ 
+ IQa^U - K"*)* K33 + Ida3 K^J . (2.6) 
i-Jote that in the r.h.s. of (9.6), the first term is 0(K~^), 
the next tv/u terms ere 0(K-1) sr.d the last ter*. is 0(N°) with 
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v = qK. Using the relation 
^6 = /°6 ~ /"4 /"% ™ + 30 jj>g (9-7) 
and the relations for in terms of K± from Wishart, 
it is found that all terms of 0(N~^) and O(K^) in (2.6) be­
come cumulant corrections which cancel so that kg is 0(K~2)• 
Now from Abdel-Aty 
_? 
A? - a 2 [K7A7 + • 35K43A4A3 * 105K3i*A3Al J 
(9.6) 
where 
Using the relations 
k.? = jf ? - 21 ["s - 35 ^ 4 ^3 + f*"o f*\c (9.10) 
and the relations for Kjjt in terms of Ki, it is verified 
that k,p is 0(K . Similarly, it is verified that kg is 
G(K~3) • In general v:e have from Abdel-Aty 
r 
f° r ~ & r^r^r + 53 ^i-1 rL , + ••• 
1+j=r 
* ^ (?.K) Xijt...] '9-11' 
(1 j J > t • • ->2) J 
1+J+- t-r • • • — r 
wnere 
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n ( 'v ^  r ! A A A . . .  
i-±,j-±, t-i - (lTjTkC™) C sïm'. * • • ) "T 
(9.12) 
where s of the A1s are equal, m of the A1s are equal and so 
-|r 
on. Note that a ^ C, (v,N) is i-.L, j-i, t-i, • • • 
C(N ^ ^ + l) + (* 1) + - -]+ . Since v.'e have verified that 
kr is 0(K ) up to r = 8, we conjecture thet using (S.11) 
and the relation for kr in terms of ^^(i ^  r) which involves 
Bernoulli numbers, and also the relations for K,in terms 
—S+l J * 
of K^, all terms of order larger than o(K ^ ) become cumulant 
——+1 
corrections which cancel so thet kp Is 0(K ^ ). V.:e should 
recall here that an independent check on the order of mag­
nitude of was given earlier in Chapters IV and V. 
